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hile most people were
preparing to "paint the
town red," on New
Year's Eve, I was packing for my
trip to Florence, Italy.
Even
though I would be boarding a
plane in less than 12 hours, it still
had not sunk in that I was about to
embark on a three-week intense
course on Italian culture in the city
that laid claim to the better part of
Italian art, architecture and antiquities,
Florence.
I had
applied
for
the
CUNY
Study
Abroad
Program's
Florence - Winter
2OO5 inter-session
program, to satisfy
the restricted elective
history requirement
needed for graduation. Despite the
knowledge that this
was by no means
going to be a vacation, 1 looked forward to enjoying
an espresso or a glass of Chianti at
any the many cafes you read about
in the travel magazines.
If you can imagine a group of
forty or so students representing a
number of local institutions, gathering at the gate of JFK's international terminal on New Year's Day,
the air was filled with excitement
and anxiety. Italy didn't become a
reality to me until the following
day when we were dismissed from
class and a group of us tried getting something to eat. Pangs of
hunger overwhelmed us; Florence
(Firenze in Italian) observes siesta,
every eatery was closed and
restaurants d i d n ' t open up to
patrons until 7:00 p.m.
According to the syllabus, 1
received in advance, we would be
exploring the essential aspects of
Italian culture from the 1 1th to the
15th centuries, the writings of
Boccaccio and Petrarch, the contributions Leon Battista Alberti
|made to the Humanist Movement,

W

how Leonardo da Vinci and breathtaking. One of my favorite
Michelangelo
defined
High locations was the Piazza della
Renaissance, the influences of Signoria. My roommates would
Machiavelli and Guicciardini on tease me saying that I was "off seepolitics and society, how Bernini ing my boyfriend," Michelangelo's
and Caravaggio affected the age of David (the replica
the original
Baroque, the political philosophy had been moved to the Galleria
of Giambattista Vico and Peri, the dell'Accademia) presided over the
birth of Melodrama, Galileo and entrance to the Palazzo Vecchio
the birth of modern science, (the old palace). This was by far,
Neoclassicism
and
Antonio in my opinion the most striking
Canova
contributions,
how square in Florence. I would take
Goldoni
and Alferi's left their regular trips to my favorite cafe for
mark
on
the
"Commedia my daily dose of gelato and would
dell'Arte," Romanticism and the just sit outside admiring all the
Risorgimento as perceived by amazing works of art, many of
Foscolo
and
Leopardi. which had been commissioned by
Notwithstanding the amount of the Grand Duke Cosimo 1.
work that lay ahead, classes were Surrounded by Cellini's Persus,
conveniently held in a conference Giambologna's The Rape of the
Sabine,
Bandinelli's
Hercules, and Neptune's
Fountain, \ was drawn into
the passion and perspective of each sculptor; 1
wanted to know more.
Some of the sights we
visited as a group were:
Galleria degli
Uffizi,
where the Medici installed
their
art
collections;
Palazzo Pitti ( t h e new
palace), one of Florence's
largest and b u i l t for the
Pitti family,
now contained
J
iiiiiiSiv^
a broad collection of paintroom at the hotel we were housed ings from the 15th to 17th century
in from 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and rooms which remained much
which left a lot of time for us to as the Medici left them; the church
explore Florence and the neigh- of Santa Croce, where the tombs
of Michelangelo, Galileo Galilei,
boring cities on our own.
The mood of the class pro- and Niccolo Machiavelli are locatmoted close relationships; I bond- ed. We also went to Galleria
ed immediately with my room- dcH'Accademia, where the sculpmates and we explored everything tures by Michelanglo arc worth the
together. We spent our afternoons price of admission. I believe I
after class visiting local sights like spent an entire hour studying the
Piazzale Michelango, where you David and the unfinished slaves
have a panoramic view of all of that lined the corridor that led to
central Florence; the Cattedrale di Michelangelo's masterpieces who
Santa Maria del Fiore (more affec- are fighting their way out of their
tionately known as the Duomo). marble prisons.
The program is designed to
whose real glory is the Filippo
Brunnelleschi's dome, presiding over the cathedral
(of which most of Europe's
later domes, including St.
Peter's in Rome, were built
employing Brunelleschi's
methods). Climbing to the
top was no small feet; the
463 narrow spiraling steps
are not for the faint of
heart, but the view was
-Contained on page 2
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allow students to visit neighboring cities.
The little travel group we formed, consisting often students, traveled to the cities of
Montevarchi, Siena, and Pisa, for the day,
while we would stay overnight in cities
like Rome - Vatican City, and Venice. I
would have to say that the most memorable sights would have to be the Musei
Vaticani and the Piazza San Pietro. My
two favorite rooms in the museum are the
Raphael Rooms, which are second only to
the Sistine Chapel, are decorated hi biblical scenes; the result of which was a renaissance tour de force. While Raphael
worked on his series of rooms, Pope Julius
II commissioned Michelangelo to paint
single-handedly the more than 10,000square-foot ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
"Breathtaking" is the only word that
comes to mind when I remember what it
was like standing in this magnificent
room. It is said that for years afterward
Michelangelo couldn't read anything without holding it up above his head. The most
amazing painting, in my opinion is the
Last Judgment on the chapel's altar wall,
which was commissioned some 30 years
after the completion of the ceiling. Equally
spectacular was standing in the center of
Piazza San Pietro, designed by Bernini,
where as you enter you are officially entering Vatican territory. St. Peter's is surrounded by a curving pair of quadruple
colonnades, which are topped by statues of
140 saints, with 16th century-style uniformed Swiss Guards that stand at the
entrances of Vatican City. Florence in its
entire antiquated splendor was awe-inspiring, but Venice made up of 118 islands and
connected by 400 bridges is the most
serene, of all the cities I had a chance to
visit, evoked feels of love and yearning for
romance.
This was an experience that I will not
soon forget. I will never look at another
painting the same way again. Terms like
perspective, bas relief, humanistic, and
manneristic art will forever hold new
meaning for me. But equally as important
to material covered in this program, are the
life-long friends I have made. I learned
that there are roughly 50 various study
abroad programs running simultaneously
in Florence on any given day. In addition
to forming relationships with the students
in our group, I had the pleasure of meeting
students from Kent State University in
Ohio, Syracuse, NYU, and Cal Tech.
There were two students from Cal Tech,
Melissa and Veronica, who were able to
share with me the Florence that they came
to know. Melissa and Veronica were students who were in Florence as part of a
year-long program and were able to provide a first-hand glimpse of what daily life
is like. We would spend hours talking
about the difference in culture and even
had an opportunity to visit their campus.
But it was the kinship developed with my
fellow peers that will also stay with me.
We developed such a strong bond that we
agreed to form a travel group and reunite
once a year.
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Editorials
What

It

M

udent
By C. Justice Shannon

W

elcome all first time, transfer,
The question at hand is, what does it
and returning students. Isn't it mean to be a student? Do you ask yourself
great to be back in school! how do others get A's and B's on their
Hooray Hooray!!!! I know you were exams or papers? Or more importantly
bored over the break, thinking I can't wait why do I get C's. Why can't I break into
to get back to school. I miss my profes- the A's or B's zone? Well I submit to you
sors, friends, exams, and the great cafete- that attitude has a lot to do with it.
ria food. You are probably wondering; N.A.S.A. envisioned a person on the moon
how did I know that is how you felt. Well, and they did it. You must be aware of the
it is because that is what being a student is way envision yourself, because others see
all about. Students have many things in you as you see yourself. The first day of
common that bind us together. Most stu- class should be the most exciting. Just
dents are on a budget, use computers, like think, you are starting out with an A+ as a
socializing with friends, love writing term grade. Everyone in the class has an A; it's
papers, enjoy learning, attend class on up to you to keep it at that level. Keep
time, study every chance they get, and thinking A, and you will create a focus
love getting good grades. Did I forget to point that will like N.A.S.A., get you to
mention how much we love the cafeteria the moon. The key to getting high scores
food? If all of these things apply to you on exams is to make sure you are not sellthen you are the perfect student.
ing yourself short on study time. There is
Knock knock, who is it? Do ya, do no such thing as over studying. We are all
ya who? Do you really think students like guilty of sometimes only studying enough
taking exams, writing papers and paying material to pass, or to just to get a B or a
tuition, and most certainly the tasty food? C. Just think of think of this scenario; a
No, but that is what it means to be a stu- fifty question multiple choice/true and
dent. Being a student means embracing false exam is worth one hundred points.
challenges, not running away from them. If you get five wrong, you earn a ninety,
School is similar to life in that it's like an ten wrong, you earn an eighty, and so on.
obstacle course. It is full of objects and How much more studying do you think it
tasks, some easy, some hard, some wel- takes to go from ten wrong to five wrong?
coming some daunting, but at the end of Five measly questions; not much. This is
the day the prize of completion creates how you get into the A Zone. Can you see
that warm and fuzzy feeling that we all yourself on the moon? How about five
like. You know the feeling, when you do wrong answers to no wrong answers? You
well on an exam or paper and your profes- can do it!!! That's what it means to be a
sor says good job. Even though it seemed student. You have to be a student of yourlike you would never make through the self. You must learn how to, correct, trust,
obstacle course. A little confidence, cou- teach, be honest, punish, and congratulate
pled with determination, perseverance, yourself in order to become a better stuand objectivity will guide you through any dent. The Bronx is a long way from
Kansas so clicking your heels three time
obstacle life may bring.

ACTUAL QDOTE COMIX:
THE PRESIDENT AND PELL GRANTS

Hey, remember
when the
president said
this in
October...?

"I've got more to
do...to continue to
expand Pell Grants
to make sure that
people have an
opportunity to start
their career with a
college diploma."*

*GeorgeW. Bush, 10/13/04,
third presidential debate.

will not make you a better student overnight. It is a process that one must develop. The school offers resources in the
form of tutoring, and writing workshops,
use them; that's what they are there for. Go
to a professor's office hours, and form student study groups. Surely, forming groups
is one of the things students do for fun,
now all you have to do is study together
instead of just hanging out on campus
together.
Books
$500;
A Meal
$10;
Monthly Metro Card
$71;
Diploma and the feeling of
success—Priceless.
Here are ten steps to improving your
grades, and ways to get in to the A Zone
1. Come to class prepared to discuss
the material. If everyone is prepared and
involved the professor will be able to
explain the material in depth instead of
having to explain what should already be
known.
2. Ask questions; the only dumb
question is the one not asked. Office
hours are a good place to ask questions if
you are shy.
3. Be organized; students tend to
stress out due to a lack of organization.
Be aware of exam dates, and due dates for
assignments. There is always work to do;
you can work on how you do your work.
Study well in advance; you will be surprised how easy it is to eat a pizza slice by
slice, instead of all at once.
4. Surround yourself with people who
want to do well in school. Good habits are
contagious, ^s tough as it might seem to
do, spend less time around people whose
goals do not meet up with yours. They can

catch up with you in the future.
5. Attitude, Attitude, Attitude.
Positivity gives to positivity David slew
Goliath, the Red Sox won the World
Series, and anything can happen with a little hard work.
6. Eat your lunch in the cafeteria,
then go to the library and study for twenty
minuets before your next class. This time
is valuable; use it to refresh the material.
Just because the professor didn't assign
work does not mean that there isn't any.
Review your notes over and over, on the
train, on bus, in the bathroom wherever.
The grade you save may be your own.
7. Attendance is tantamount to success. Even if you don't need to be there,
be there. The professor will most likely
say things during the lecture that will be
on the exam, which is not in the text or in
your classmate's notes. This is a good way
to break into the B+ and A Zones.
8. Do all extra credit on exams and
assignments. Extra credit points push
grades over the edge. On a one hundredpoint exam, five wrong is a ninety, and ten
wrong is eighty. Extra credit is a great
way to make up for wrong answers.
Remember it doesn't hurt the teacher if
you don't do any work; it only hurts you.
You are not doing the teacher any favors
by not handing in assignments.
9. Be accountable; remember that in
college you are your own boss> and you
control your own destiny.
10. Identify your strengths and concentrate on them. Don't be discouraged
by weaknesses; be aware of them, and
make improvements.
Rockers exist to, instruct you, on
what'to learn. Mis up to you Mldarfr'tt.

Well, guess what? A
mere five weeks
later, Congress has
approved a bill that
will decimate the
Pell Grant program.
Nearly 100,000
students will lose
their grants entirely,
many more will see
their grants reduced,
and far fewer will
qualify for them.

So apparently
lying through
his damn
teeth is one of
the president's
moral values.
Neat
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Writing

ows :

i rec t i o n s

By Andrew Libby
n the far west edge of campus, hidden in the deepest
depths of Colston Hall, a
group of six alien forces, known to
insiders as Writing Fellows, meet
each Tuesday afternoon to review the
past week's activities and brew plans
for their doings in the weeks to
come. What is it these curious beings
from beyond the beyond do, and why
are they here, lurking in our midst?
What possible relevance might they
have for the students of BCC?
Actually, the Writing Fellows
aren't quite as menacing or surreptitious in their activities as this gothic
scenario suggests. You may in fact
have already encountered a Writing
Fellow or two in one of your classes
at BCC, either assisting a professor
to devise different kinds of writing
exercises or, perhaps, presenting a
workshop on a writing-related topic
such as summarizing or note-taking.
And it's not like they particularly
enjoy their involuntary seclusion, be
it in Colston or Meister or Gould
halls or wherever their offices are
located. What they want most to do - their mission, as it were ~ to work,
to interact with students and faculty
so as to move everyone's ideas and
practices of writing up to the next
level.
"Move writing to the next
level"? Let me break this down a bit.

O

The

There are six of us Writing Fellows
at BCC this year (see the list and
contact information at the end of this
article), all advanced Ph.D. students
at CUNY's Graduate Center in midtown (beyond the beyond). Far from
a conspiracy, the CUNY-wide
Writing Fellows Program was created by a resolution of the CUNY
Board of Trustees in 1999 with the
express aim of enhancing students'
writing proficiency by implementing
Writing Across the Curriculum
(WAC) in all CUNY colleges. To this
end we've trained in WAC techniques: teaching and learning
approaches that emphasize more
informal writing, most of it in-class,
so that writing becomes a part of the
overall process of cultivating clear,
coherent, critical thinking in all of
your courses, from math, biology,
and chemistry, through business and
law, on to nursing and, yes, even
English! Such informal, low-stakes
exercises ("low-stakes" in that they
don't weigh so heavily in your final
grade, freeing you up to explore and
experiment to learn) don't do away
with the classic term paper or series
of lab reports but complement these
more formal components of the writing process.
Writing Fellows work together
with the two WAC coordinators at
BCC, professors Lynn Ticke (psy-

chology) and Christina Sassi-Lehner
(English). We also work closely with
the Writing Center. But most of our
time is spent collaborating with professors in various departments to
figure out ways to incorporate novel,
course-specific exercises that keep
you writing as you learn the subject
matter. In addition we're involved in
a number of other projects, ranging
from facilitating in-class workshops
on aspects of writing to aiding in the
development of hybrid courses and
media across the curriculum to helping focus and fine-tune scripts for
student films. And during our office
hours we work one-on-one with students on their own writing projects.
So what's in it for you? Why
bother "using" a Writing Fellow at
all? One of the key ideas behind
what we do is to approach writing
but also thinking and communicating ~ not as a fixed product but as an
ongoing learning process. Breaking
down bigger writing projects into
bits you can more readily manage
rather than alien monoliths blocking
your progress, coming to see your
own writing as a part of a longer
process that you can, with practice,
control, should help you quell the
essay portion of that dreaded beast at
the end of the cave, the CUNY
Proficiency Examination. (By the
way, Fellows join forces with BCC

r o t h e r h o o d / S i s t e r

faculty each semester to give free
workshops to help you prep for the
CPE.) And the Writing Intensive
courses, two of which are now
required for graduation, have at their
core the same WAC ideas and exercises that I've tried to lay out for you
here: not so much more writing as
different kinds of writing. Writing to
help you take it to a higher level.
So check us out. We're easy to
use. The instructions are simple:
1. Don't shake (we've already
been shaken up thoroughly as graduate students!).
2. Apply generously and vigorously. Use again as needed.
3. Check out the website:
http://www.bcc.edu/WAC
4. Call or come by:
Lymari Benitez: Health and
Nursing. GT 402, AG 3d floor
conference room
Laura Chmielewski: History;
Music and Art. CO 342, ext.
5473
Rose M. Kim: Social Sciences.
CO 314
Andrew
Libby:
Communication,
Chemistry.
CO 736, ext. 5758
Marisa Monteleone: Education,
Business. CO 408A
Erika
Troseth:
Biology,
Mathematics. CPH 306

S oI

By Zioness Dawn
he Brotherhood/Sister Sol has been
created to address the dire need for
supportive programs for Black and
Latino youth who are surrounded by the
poverty, drugs, violence, racism and miseducation which plague America's cities.
The Brotherhood/Sister Sol provides these
youth with the knowledge, resources,
opportunities, and love necessary in order
to understand and overcome these negative pressures, as well as the skills to
combat them.
The Brotherhood/Sister Sol is not
simply an organization; it is more accurately a way of life. Providing youth with
an opportunity to explore their ideas,
identity and future among peers, with the
support and guidance of their immediate
elders, it is a natural method of promoting
positive development into adulthood.
The Brotherhood was founded in
1994 in Providence, Rhode Island by
Jason Warwin and Khary Lazarre- White,
childhood friends who were then senior
students at Brown University. Working at
the John Hope Settlement House, they
designed an innovative program to serve
13 Black and Latino youth identified as at
risk due to their economic status, academic standing and negative behavior. A dedicated pool of fellow undergraduates was
recruited to work with them as mentors.
Together, they developed a bond with the
youth, provided academic tutoring, and
conducted seminars on issues ranging
from AIDS education to Egyptian history.
They also established relationships with
the youths' parents and teachers which
enabled them to provide a comprehensive
program that influenced many aspects of
the youths' lives. The Brotherhood was
so successful that it has become a perpet-

T

ual program of the Settlement House.
In 1995, upon graduating, the
founders returned to New York and established The Brotherhood by replicating
their work in two schools with about 45
male youths. In 1998, under the guidance
of Dr. Susan Wilcox, the organization was
expanded to include young women and
renamed The Brotherhood/Sister Sol. The
organizational vision is led by a Director's
Circle created to echo the underlying core
ideals of The Brotherhood/Sister Sol:
community, collaboration, equity. Awards
received include Oracle/NYIT Innovation
in Education Award (1997) Fund for the
City of New York Union Square Award
(2000), Community Works Long Walk to
Freedom Youth Activism Award (2001),
Oprah's Angel Network Use Your Life
Award (2001), La Unidad Latina
Commitment to Community Award
(2001), Dance Theater of Harlem Youth
Council Award, (2001), Abyssinian
Development Corporation Renaissance
Award (2003), Catalog for Giving
Member Organization, (2001-2004),
Brown Alumni Association Young Alumni
Public Service Award (2003). They also
won The 2003 Renaissance Award.
It is an excellent movement in the
universe that creates change and empowerment for young people in our society. It
is even more powerful to see in reality an
establishment that provides a safe haven
for the well being of the mind, body, and
spirit of our youths. I saw these accomplishments in action with The
Brotherhood/Sister Sol foundation. The
blessing to our youth houses programs
which includes: The Brotherhood / Sister
Sol Development Program, an Afterschool
Program, a Community Outreach

Program, and The Liberation Program.
The Liberation Program consists of
25 members. Their mission statement
reads our goal is to develop a cadre of
revolutionary youth who will battle
against all forms of oppression. As youth,
we must work collectively rise above
destructive negativity in society and free
our communities. We refuse to find bliss
in ignorance we will continually educate
ourselves and struggle against injustice
until we are no longer victims of oppression but threats to its continued existence.
Following this path of knowledge and
determination, we shall achieve the
essence of true revolutionaries and reach
our ultimate destination -Liberation!
The Liberation Program platform
then states: 1. We want quality education
for all. 2. We want an immediate end to
police brutality and attacks on people of
color. 3. We want decent housing for
all, fit to shelter human beings. 4. We
want an end to the capitalist destruction
or our community. 5. We want a transformation of the hypocritical criminal justice system. 6. We want all people
within the community to take responsibility for governing the community. 7.
We want an immediate end to the selfdestructive tendencies within our community. 8. We want a radical change in
government spending. 9. We want the
establishment of a united youth network
to voice our concerns. 10. We want to
achieve liberation for all people.
I was pleased and moved after meeting with Ciedra Sebastien (Associate
Director of Brotherhood/Sister Sol and
the co-founder of The Liberation
Program, which was founded in 1999).
She explains that her goal was to create a

space where young people can develop
leadership skills and have an opportunity
to take action. Simone Cherebin, a sixteen year old member and recruiter of The
Liberation Program, had the spirit of a
young activist when she told me her inspiration was to stay active and make a
change. Another member, Norly Gene,
was inspired by the Harlem Community,
the culture, and the Harlem renaissance.
Charles, a seventeen-year-old member, is
passionate about his love for our people
and dishearten towards the establishment.
I was truly inspired by these youth
Liberators in action. The Liberation program is currently running two campaigns.
One is to build a museum and the second
is the Ujima Unidad Coalition. What they
are doing now is campaigning for P.S. 186
at 528 W. 145th Street that is now abandoned, turned into a community Center.
P.S. 186 was built in 1903 and it was
closed in 1975. The city of New York
sold the building in 1986 to the M.L.
Wilson Boys Club with the requirement
that it becomes a community center within three years. What they are doing now
is building The Ujima-Unidad Coalition,
petitions, negotiating with the owners, and
pressuring the powers that be.
How you can help: join The UjimaUnidad Coalition! collect signatures for
the community petition, write or call our
government local representatives.
Community Board 9 Chair, Jordi ReyesMontblanc: (212) 864-6200 supporter!!!
Councilman Robert Jackson: 212-9281322 supporter!!!
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Letters to The Communicator
Editorial Policy and Disclaimer

'

The Communicator urges students to respond to articles
and editorials found in this newspaper. We also urge
you speak out on issues that matter to the college community, as well as your neighborhood, the city, state,
nation and world-at-large.
The views expressed in published letters are solely
those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the
views of The Communicator.
We reserve the right to shorten any letter submitted due
to space considerations.

The New School Bachelor's Degree in Liberal Arts
The New School recognizes your academic

INFORMATION SESSION:
THURSDAY. MARCH 3, 6 P.HI.

achievements in a degree program that builds on
your community college experience. You'll be
immersed in an intellectually rigorous

CALL TO RSVP OR REQUEST A CATALOG:
(800) 862-5039

environment and have the opportunity to design
an Individual study plan with the help of an

We reserve the right to refuse publication to any letter
due to space considerations, as well as those letters
deemed inappropriate because of profane language,
non-verification problems and/or slander.

WWW.NSU.NEWSCHOOL.EDU/BA

academic advisor. Social sciences, media and
film, creative writing and literature, urban studies,
and International affairs are just some of the
areas in which students develop academic and
professional paths. Your next step? Arrange a

New School University

transcript review with an admissions counselor

No letter will be published unless the author submits
his or her name, and telephone number.

The New School

and finish what you started.

66 Wen lah Street New York MY 10011

Submissions should be emailed to The Communicator
at CorttJnunicator@,bcc. cuny. edu.
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IGHER EDUCATION - NYPIRG has a long history of fighting for accessible, affordable, quality higher
education for all New Yorkers.
This issue will take on huge
importance as a result of the
Governor's proposed
budget,
which calls for cuts to opportunity
programs coupled with 50% of
TAP awards being withheld from
students until they graduate. BCC
NYPIRG will educate students
about the proposed budget.
Students involved in the campaign
will have the opportunity to combat these cuts by writing letters
and lobbying their elected officials
and participating in events to garner media attention for this important issue.
ELECTION DAY VOTER
REGISTRATION - In response
to a disappointingly low voter
turnout rate in the 2004 election,
NYPIRG will begin mobilizing
grassroots support for bringing
Election Day Voter Registration to
New York State. According to a
recent NYPIRG analysis, states
with shorter registration deadlines

tend to have higher voter turnouts
than states with longer ones. This
semester, NYPIRG will be educate
students about the benefits of
Election Day Voter Registration
and gather support through petitions and sign-on letters representing the campus and Bronx community.
HOMELESS/RELIEF
PROJECT - NYPIRG provides
critically needed assistance and
supplies to shelters and homeless
citizens through food, clothing and
book drives; educates homeless
citizens about their right to vote;
and advocates for an increase in
programs that support homeless
families.
This semester BCC
NYPIRG will conduct food and
clothing drives, organize educational forums and raise money for
victims of the tsunami in Asia.
ENVIRONMENT
NYPIRG is a leader in working to
solve some of New York's worst
environmental problems.
This
semester, NYPIRG will educate
students about Global Warming
and advocate for stronger enforcement of power plant emissions in

our community by limiting the
amount of mercury, sulfur oxides
and other toxic chemicals being
released into the air. Students
working with this campaign will
also work to expand New York's
Bottle Bill to include non-carbonated beverages.
SOCIAL SECURITY PROTECTION ~ Preserving Social
Security must be a top priority for
national policymakers. Efforts to
divert resources away from the
program will undermine the most
effective domestic program in the
United States. This semester, students working with NYPIRG will
work to educate young adults on
the issue of Social Security and
work to build a coalition of support for the program.
CONSUMER
ACTION
PROJECT
NYPIRG's
Consumer Action Project teaches
students to become active consumers and learn some effective
tools to take on consumer injustice
and make a difference.
This
semester, students will have the
opportunity to counsel consumers
through NYPIRG's Small Claims

Court Action Center, conduct fun
and interesting surveys on banking
issues and credit cards, and operate a Book Exchange to save students money.
MASS
TRANSIT
NYPIRG's
Straphangers
Campaign works to improve mass
transit in New York City. The campaign has helped to bring about
massive improvements in subway
and bus service throughout the last
twenty years, as well as the introduction of the Metrocard and free
transfers between subways and
buses. This semester, NYPIRG
will continue to fight for safe,
comfortable, reliable and affordable subway and buses by conducting surveys and organizing against
the ban on photography in the subway system.
For more information or to get
involved, please call 718-2895409 or stop by the NYPIRG office
located in Roscoe Brown Student
Center, Room 312.
NYPIRG. BUILDING
STUDENT POWER.
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Former BCC Students Talk about Benefits of College Transfers
hinking about transferring?
Start exploring early in your
college life and ask questions of college transfer advisors.
You'll need to explore colleges,
curricula, and financial aid possibilities. While Bronx Community
College advises graduating first
before transferring so you acquire a
strong academic foundation to be
successful at your transfer college,
some students are accepted by fouryear colleges and transfer in
advance of graduation.
"It goes without saying though
that good grades and good recommendations help," noted Roan
Dawkins, BCC valedictorian in
1999, and a transfer student to
Clarkson University [six hours
north of New York City, in
Potsdsam, NY, near the Canadian
border]. He's since graduated and is
now working as a computer systems analyst for IBM in
Poughkeepsie, NY.
When considering transferring
to a four-year college, you should
remember that competition for
available jobs is even stiffer now
than it was when I transferred. As
we now live in a global economy,
we have competition by students
from other countries as well. The
higher you go on the academic ladder, tVve mote \ike\y you are to prevaiJ over your competition. Finding
answers that will help you to make
a good transfer are vitally important. Transferring to a four-year
college is like stepping on a springboard to your higher education
future. The biggest adjustment
Dawkins had to make in transferring to Clarkson University? "At
Clarkson there was a lot more competition so I had to be more aggres-
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sive in order to stand out from the
crowd. This included participating
more in class and meeting with
professors outside of class,"
Dawkins said.
Kieron Hinds, a BCC transfer
student who graduated from
Clarkson University and is also
working as a systems analyst at
IBM in Poughkeepsie, advises all
students to do their transfer homework. "Ask questions about curricula that will support and strengthen
your major. Investigate financial
scholarships with the help of BCC
advisors and advisors at colleges
you select. Narrow your college
favorite pick list based on answers
you receive and visit colleges and
try to sit in on classes," Hinds
advises. Dawkins, Hinds, and
Halimatu Mohammed returned to
Bronx Community College on
Transfer Day last month to share
what they had learned about completing successful transfers.
"I felt that BCC was a stepping
stone to my career path. Attending
BCC confirmed my views about
the necessity of a college education
and for my personal situation,
attending BCC gave me resolution
that I needed to go on to a 4 year
school to earn a Bachelors Degree,
or and even possibly a Masters,"
added Hinds.
,
"A lot of senior colleges look
toward community colleges to filter in students," said BCC's
Transfer and Articulation Advisor
Edwin Roman. "Receiving colleges
see transfer students as being better
prepared and more focused. BCC
puts students in the right atmosphere and gives them encouragement. The College offers a rigorous
education which challenges and

helps them adjust to curricula BCC Professor Vincent Kissel of
they'll find on their new academic General Biology. "She was a quiet
student who initially did not excel,
transfer campus."
According to Patricia Bailey, but as she gained confidence at her
Office
of
Transfer
and own aptitude became more curious
International
Admission
at and worked even harder. She comClarkson University, "transfer stu- pleted the class with a B+ grade,"
dents tend to be bright, more Kissel added. "Her grades and attimature because of their life experi- tude were good enough for me to
ences, and bring different perspec- recommend that she participate in
tives to college communities. They the Research Enrichment Activities
have had more chances to interface Project Minority Biomedical
with the world. Many have worked, Research Support (REAP/MBRS)
have families and have had to jug- program. That program, which is
gle responsibilities like taking care over 20 years old, introduces stuof parents while attending college, dents to various aspects of scientifresponsibilities that force them to ic research. It has produced scores
make their study time as productive of biomedical research professionas possible. "Furthermore," Bailey als."
During the spring 2003 semesadded, "Many employers find that
community college transfer stu- ter at BCC, Halimatu's interest in
dents are often more decisive about science became more apparent. She
career goals because of their life gave an excellent oral presentation
experiences which have helped of her research topic. In the summer, she worked with Dr.
sharpen their judgment."
Halimatu Mohammed, a Bronx Panayiotis Meleties, Chairperson
resident, is currently a junior chem- of the Bronx Community College
istry major at Clarkson. "BCC def- Chemistry Department.
"She is an excellent student. It
initely laid the foundation for me to
succeed not only at Clarkson is nice to see our students competUniversity but the outside world. ing and earning awards at the
Her ultimate goal is to become a national level with work they perresearch scientist/neuro-surgeon. form when they've just started their
After she graduates from Clarkson careers" stated Meleties. This past
University, she is planning to go to summer, Mohammed was one of
graduate school for an MD/Ph.D. 15 students selected from across
s
program.
the country to participate in the
A hard worker, Mohammed National Science Foundation's
performed research in mathematics Research
Experience
for
as well as in chemistry at Bronx Undergraduates (REU) program at
Community College and has the
Dalian
University
of
already won an award at the nation- Technology in China. Mohammed
al level for her research in chem- worked with a select group of stuistry.
dents researching on the effects of
"Halimatu Mohammed was a pulse electric field on flame behavstudent in my second semester dur- ior and the chemical effect behind
ing the fall 2002 semester," said the mechanism.

The Amadou Diallo Foundation Will Present
Scholarships to Two CUNY Colleges

ighlighting the importance of education, Kadiatou Diallo, mother of
Amadou Diallo, made the world a little smaller today when she came to Bronx
Community College at University Avenue &
West 181 st Street. She showed the bigness of
her heart by announcing the establishment of
an "Amadou Diallo Scholarship" for Bronx
Community College and Borough of
Manhattan Community College. She said it is
her way of keeping alive the spirit of her son,
Amadou, who came to the U.S. with $1,200,
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an airplane ticket, and desire to work and save
enough money to go to college, but never
lived to realize his dream before his tragic
death at 23 in 1999.
The selection of the two colleges was
her effort to turn a searing personal tragedy
into a positive message about the importance
of education. Speaking in the rotunda of the
Gould Memorial Library, she told BCC
President Carolyn Williams, former BCC
President Roscoe C. Brown, Jr. and BMCC
President Antonio Perez how special it was
for her to bestow this money for the benefit
for international students.
BCC President Carolyn G. Williams
said, "I can only think of how honorable and
courageous it is to turn such a personal
tragedy into encouragement and support for
those students coming after. Mr. Amadou
Diallo died tragically, but his memory will
live long in the minds of some hardworking,
committed students. BCC has so many worthy students who need a little help to achieve
their goal. Mrs. Diallo - you are providing
them with that opportunity. On behalf of our
students, I thank you. I know that the memory of your son will be enriched by the gratitude and success of those students who
receive these scholarships."
BMCC President Antonio Perez, an
alumnus of BCC, said that "for immigrants

who come to this country, community colleges serve as an important starting point on
the path towards achieving the American
dream." He pointed out that he knows this
from personal experience, as he himself came
to the U.S. from Puerto Rico in pursuit of that
dream, and started his secondary education at
a community college. BMCC ranks ninth
among community colleges nationwide in
enrollment of foreign students. Dr. Perez also
said that he would ask BMCC's Research
Foundation to explore setting up matching
grants for Mrs. Diallo's scholarship gift.
The $30,000 in scholarships will be
equally divided between BCC and BMCC. In
the first year, $1,000 scholarships will be
awarded to each of five students of African,
African-American, and Afro-Caribbean
descent at each school. The current award will
fund scholarships for three years. Both BCC
and BMCC are part of The City University of
New York (CUNY). BMCC ranks #1 among
community colleges nationwide in awarding
associate degrees to African-Americans. BCC
is a designated Hispanic and Minority
Serving Institution (MSI).
Applicants must write a 300-500 word
essay describing their plans to pursue a career
that would promote improved relations
between one and more of the following:
• Africa and the United States

• Immigrant communities in the U.S.
(with a focus on improving community and
police relations)
• The African American community and
communities in Africa
Amadou Diallo was a 22-year-old street
vendor who worked in Manhattan.
Reportedly, a shy, soft-spoken man who loved
soccer and basketball, Amadou Diallo, who
often worked 12-hour days, according to his
two roommates who shared a cramped Bronx
apartment, hoped to one day earn enough
money to enroll at BCC or BMCC.
Diallo had moved to New York City
from his homeland of Guinea, a Frenchspeaking country in West Africa, in 1996. He
lived in the Soundview section of the Bronx.
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$400,000 Grant To Benefit BCC Students In
Computer Science, Mathematics & Engineering
ronx Community College's
Dr. Madelaine
Bates
(Mathematics) received a
$399,828 grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) for a
project
entitled
Computer
Science,
Mathematics,
Engineering and Engineering
Technology Scholarship Program.
This grant, under the "Computer
Science,
Engineering
and
Mathematics
Scholarship
(CSEMS) Program of NSF, will
allow eligible, full-time students
enrolled in computer science,
engineering, engineering technology or mathematics degree programs to receive scholarships to
furtherf their education.
The current grant is a fouryear
continuation of
the
($199,994) two-year grant that
was awarded in 2002.f For the
next four years, the program will
be able to provide 31 students a
semester with a $1,562.50 scholarship. To be eligible, students
must be US citizens, resident
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aliens, or refugee aliens. They
must be enrolled full-time, have a
minimum 2.8 GPA and qualify for
financial need.
For more information visit the
BCC web site under the academic
department of Mathematics &
Computer Science or contact Dr.
Madelaine
Bates
at
madelaine .bates@bcc. cuny.edu.
"At BCC we take responsibility for recognizing students who
have great potential and we
encourage them to take advantage
of the academic and research
opportunities that are available to
them.t The CSEMS grant is one
way of telling the students that
they have what it takes to succeed," said Dr. Bates.f She looks
upon this grant as an opportunity
to enrich a student's academic
experience.
Many community college students do not have a sense of their
true potential.f Most are first-generation college students from high
schools that did not value academ-

Experts Will Discuss Health Topics
at BCC on

ic achievement.f Dr. Bates said, so
far, 14 of the 46 scholarship recipients have graduated and transferred to four-year colleges
including City College of New
York, Lehman College, New York
City Technical College, Stony
Brook
University, Clarkson
University,
Rensselear
Polytechnic Institute, and The
College of St. Rose in Albany.f It
is expected that all the scholarship
students graduate into the work
force or transfer to a four-year college.
The primary goal of the
CSEMS program is to increase the
number of students majoring in
high technology subjects.! The
scholarship eases the students'
financial burden with the hope
that they will have more time to
spend on their school work.f In
addition to the scholarship, each
student in the program is assigned
to a faculty member who will be
the student's mentor and advisor
throughout the duration of the

AIDS

scholarship.f This ability to work
with faculty is one of the aspects
of the program that students like
the most.
Another goal of BCC's project is to involve students in
research projects as soon as possible. During the academic year,
students can participate in the
Louis Stokes Alliance for
Minority Participation program,
which sponsors undergraduate
research.| Last year seven students worked on a variety of projects ranging from computer algorithms to environmental issues.|
Three
students
went
to
Brookhaven National Laboratory
and three students went to
Clarkson University over the summer on research internships.!
Each of these programs gives
urban college students a chance to
live on campus and experience life
in a dormitory.

Awareness

Day

he month of December came so quickly and left just as suddenly. It hardly seems believable that we're in the New Year. In the
receding weeks of December there seemed to be a lot more
events than usual on the campus.
hree days of free health information that may help you live
December 9th from noon until three o clock was AIDS Awareness
longer are coming your way at Bronx Community College @
Day at Bronx Community College. The BCC Health Services
University Avenue and West 181st Street, Colston Hall Lower
Department hosted a small seminar in the lobby of Meister Hall where
Level. The public is invited.
health officials, led by Dorothy Muller, were displaying collages of art
On Monday, February 14, from noon to 2 p.m., health experts will and ceramics related to AIDS, as well as handing out condoms, inforlead panel discussions on four critical topics: "Importance of the
mational pamphlets, booklets, and various other safe-sex paraphernalia.
Cardiovascular System," "Nutrition," "Obesity," and "Teenage
I spoke with students, my peers, and fellow colleagues — the purMortality."
suers of intellectual wisdom — and asked them what they learned from
On Tuesday and Wednesday, February 15 & 16, from 10 a.m. to 4 this noble gala event. "I need a lot more condoms" is what Chris Jones
p.m., community residents are invited to bring questions about tradihad to say, and many like him eagerly stocked up on the protection
tional or holistic medicine. Want to test your eyes, measure your cho- being given out. Sadly, however, not all got the point of the convention.
lesterol, and check for diabetes? Did you know you can take a rapid
I asked some students what they would do as a result of being at the fair
HIV test that gives results in a half hour? Seeking info on a bone mar- and being reminded of the dangers of unprotected sex. "Go test myself
row match? While here, pick up goodies as pill and vitamin boxes,
once a month" was Brandon's answer. "Use a condom" was Ayana
first aid kits, pens, and many other giveaways.
James's.
Each day, for free, experts will answer questions on these topics
Also there for the day were representatives of the Bronx AIDS
and more. Inquire about environmental health issues — water,
Services. Their main office is 540 East Fordham Road, Bronx, NY
asbestos, lead poisoning. Ask about reproductive and maternal health, 10458 (718-295-5605). The AIDS Prevention Center is at 2633
teen violence, aging, Alzheimer's, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, substance Webster Avenue, Bronx, NY 10458 (718-295-5690).
abuse, and the importance of health insurance. Authorities on holistic
medicine will present info on acupuncture, herbs, colon therapy, holistic dentistry, Tai Chi, and benefits of pet therapy and massage therapy.
For more information, please call (718) 289-5194.

Feb. 14; Health Bazaar Open Feb.
15 &16

T
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Only Drama Series on Network Television
With Latino Lead Character Debuts on FOX
onny Zero, a new one-hour drama show starring actor Franky G, the single largest stumbling block to significantly, and most imporrecently had its premier e on FOX Television. The show is the tant, permanently increasing the presence of Latinos on prime-time
only drama with a Latino as the lead character on the four major television. We commend FOX for giving a show with a Latirjo lead
television networks - ABC, NBC, CBS, and FOX - and the first since character like Jonny Zero a chance," stated Janet Murguia, President
and CEO of the National Council of La Raza (NCLR), the largest
NBC's Kingpin went off the air in 2003.
"The lack of a Latino-themed drama series on the four major national Latino civil rights organization in the U.S.
Franky G, a former athlete turned actor from New York City, has
networks and the dearth of Latino lead characters on one-hour drama
programs overall, with the notable exception of the addition of been seen most recently in the films, The Italian Job and
Jimmy Smits to the cast of NBC's The West Wing, continues to be Wonderland. Jonny Zero will air Fridays at 9 p.m./8:00 p.m. Central.
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S e r i e s , S p r i n g 2005
T h e F o u r t e e n t h A m e n d m e n t :
w e n t y F i r s t C e n t u r y C h a l l e n g e s
An Historical Perspective on the Future Of Fourteenth Amendment Substantive Due Process
By Dr. Christopher S. Grenda Assistant Professor, Department of History

he due-process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment is a vital
clause in the U. S. Constitution. My
talk explores the history of the due-process
clause for two reasons. First, knowing this
history is crucial for understanding why the
clause is controversial today. Second, knowing this history is necessary for considering
the future of the due-process clause.
The due-process clause affirms that the
government cannot "deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process
of law." This clause protects procedural
rights. Procedural rights are rights the government can limit or take away if the government follows certain procedures. For example, the government can take away a person's
liberty if the government follows the procedure of convincing a jury of that person's
criminal guilt. Thus procedural rights are not
absolute rights. In contrast, substantive rights
are absolute rights. A substantive right is a
right the government cannot take away
regardless of the procedures it follows. The
Supreme Court defines abortion in the first
trimester as a substantive right. It protects
that right regardless of a woman's criminal
guilt.
Adopted in 1868, the due-process
clause originally protected procedural rights.
However, the Supreme Court slowly changed
the meaning of the clause by interpreting it as
protecting substantive rights. In a case called
St. Paul Railway Co. v Minnesota (1890), for
example, the Court viewed the clause as protecting the absolute right of businesses and
corporations. The Court thus prevented gov-
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ernment from regulating the wages businesses paid workers or the hours corporations
required workers to work. The Court made
only one exception to this rule by allowing
the government to regulate the working hours
of women.
Decades later, the Court decided another case called West Coast Hotel v. Parrish
(1937). In this case, the Court changed its
mind by saying that the due-process clause no
longer protected the substantive or absolute
right of businesses. It thus allowed government to regulate wages, hours, and other
working conditions.
From 1937 until 1973, the Court did not
emphasize substantive due process. Yet in
1973, the Court again changed directions by
reintroducing the substantive interpretation of
the due-process clause. In Roe v. Wade, the
Court defined due process as an absolute or
substantive "right to privacy" protecting firsttrimester abortions.
In 1989, however, some Supreme Court
Justices encouraged the Court to change
directions yet again. These Justices questioned whether due process included a substantive right to privacy. Significantly, this
perspective has not received majority support
on the Court to date. Yet it does highlight
potential future changes in substantive due
process, especially considering that objections to substantive due process for businesses required decades before receiving majority
support in 1937.
Beyond the right-to-privacy issue, the
history of substantive due process raises other
important questions about the future of the

Fourteenth Amendment. One set of questions
is as follows: Does the history of due process
suggest stable constitutional principles for
future development? Or does that history
simply reflect shifts in raw political power on
the Supreme Court and thus indicate a future
of mere political will?
Exploring these questions and the historical issues raised above can be a valuable
part of many disciplines across the College
curriculum. Such questions and issues are
obviously crucial for American History. They
are also important for Political Science
inquiries into the power of the Supreme Court
within the system of American federalism. In
the disciplines of Law and Philosophy, such
issues raise the question of whether objective
principles or mere political might undergird
constitutional democracy.
In terms of
Business and Economics, one might ask what
rights and freedoms businesses possess vis-avis the government and its power to regulate
society for the common good. Sociologically,
one might examine gender issues related not
only to abortion, but also to the Court's
exception in allowing government regulation
of women's working hours during the era substantive due process for business. The discipline of Geography might explore which
nations around the globe include procedural
protections for citizens, and which nations do
not. All disciplines, finally, should consider
whether due process represents the parochial
perspective of Western liberalism or whether
it reflects the trans-cultural reality of natural
rights.
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Bronx Women's Health Forum a Success:
BCC Invites FPWA Back in 2006
omen of color and youth are
the two groups with the highest
rising HIV infection rates in
the New York City were the sobering
words communicated by the Federation of
Protestant Welfare Agencies, a membership organization serving almost 300
human service agencies and churches in
metropolitan New York, to a rapt Bronx
audience at a Bronx Community College
campus women's health forum. More than
300 Bronx residents — women and men,
— including social service organizations
and churches, — attended the meeting.
Ninety-four percent of newly diagnosed HIV cases are Latina and AfricanAmerican women. Ninety-four percent of
males under 21 who are infected are
youth of color. Ninety-two percent of
female youth who are infected are youth
of color.
Executive Director/CEO of the
Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies
Fatima Goldman, who reported the alarming statistics, said the situation cries out
for community-based programs to collaborate in implementing effective strategies
for addressing HIV and AIDS, and for
safeguarding the health and wellbeing of
women in New York City.
Prisca Salazar, Assistant to General
Counsel/Legislative Affairs Office of The
Bronx Borough President Adolfo
Carrion's Office, told the audience that
women comprise 53% of the Bronx's population. She also stated that a New York
City Community Health Survey for 2002
& 2003 shows that 59% of all Bronx
women admitted they had not been tested
for HIV in the past 12 months; 66%
smoke; 34% are overweight; 31% have
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high blood pressure; 22% have not had a
breast cancer screening; 23% have high
cholesterol; 11% have diabetes; 8.2% currently suffer from asthma.
The value of the conference, Salazar
explained, is that it brings people together
to discuss and suggest health strategies to
initiate preventive programs to the
Borough President for funding.
BCC's President Carolyn G.
Williams welcomed the enthusiastic audience to the forum held in Colston Hall
Lower Level in early January. She told listeners that their participation in learning
more about health topics will, over time,
benefit Bronx women and men. Topics
discussed are of immediate importance to
BCC's student population, two-thirds of
whom are female. A strong believer that
BCC's role is to collaborate as often as
possible as a community partner with
organizations that work to communicate
important messages on key issues, Dr.
Williams invited the Protestant Federation
to reconvene the Women's Health Forum
on BCC's campus next year.
Workshops focused on the following
issues:
Aging Successfully: Exploring
Health Issues for Mature Women
Girlhood to Womanhood: Exploring
Dimensions of Younger Women's
Health
Nutrition and Wellness: Nurturing
the Body and the Soul
Taking Stock: Men's Roles in
Women's Health
Testimonials // Remarks by Voices
of the Community: Women of Color
share their stories, their experiences
related to women's health.

"The objective of this Women's
Health Forum is to help the Bronx community develop policy initiatives and
ideas that will address health problems
that confront women in the Bronx," said
Ms. Goldman. "The ideas and initiatives
that are developed today will be given to
Bronx elected officials and interested parties and the expectation is that resources
will be directed to address the concerns
raised," she added.
Community organizations that sent
community participants included:
Adolescent
and
Family
Comprehensive Services
Fellowship Chapel
Freedom Community Center
Greater
Universal
Baptist
Church/Greater
Universal
Development Corporation
Highbridge Advisory Council
William Hodson Community Center
Coordinating Bronx Women"s
Health Forum are (L to Right) BCC's
Gene Adams, Director of Collaborative
Education Programs; Bonda Lee
Cunningham, Director of Member
Services, Federation of Protestant Welfare
Agencies; Bronx Community College
President Carolyn G. Williams; Fatima
Goldman, Executive Director/CEO of
FPWA; Prisca Salazar, Assistant to
General Counsel/Legislative Affairs
Office of Bronx Borough President; and
Reverend Daniel Dupree, Greater
Universal
Baptist
Church/Greater
Universal Development Corporation.
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Dance Prof Gives Students a Moving Lecture
On Afro-Cuban Culture and Dance
By Nicole Natal
The fiery sounds of Cuban
music manage to capture the souls
of many from the minute you hear
the mesmerizing beats to the time
your feet guide you to the dance
floor. Although many are familiar
with the rhythmnic sounds of Salsa,
and key movements of folkloric
dance, there are still some that are
not fully aware of the culture
behind this deeply passionate form
of musical expression. Professor
Susan Moss gave a lecture on
Tuesday, December 7th in Meister
Hall about both the cultural and
musical influence of Afro-Cubans
as well as the impact on the general
customs that inhabit Cuba. She also
discussed the historical imprint that
Afro-Cubans have had in Cuba.
Professor Moss also shared
some first-hand experiences when
visiting Cuba and taking in the
sights of this culturally rich and
exotic place. The low wages still
being paid to workers ($10 a
month) and other economic hardships are not what define Cuba, but
rather they are obstacles to defy.
What truly make Cuba original and
unique are its past and how the
echoes of their ancestors have been
heard even in the present. African
stilts that symbolize power, a dance
that manages to capture the essence
of mixed ancestry (Salsa) and a
religion (Santeria) that has been
able to survive, and remain an
undeniable force, are all part of
Afro-Cuban existence, and cultural
diffusion in Cuba. African culture
has an influence throughout much
of Latin America, as you may

observe in Brazil from beautiful
multicolored costumes at the carnival to the Caribbean island of
Puerto Rico with its background
playing African-based instrumental
and artistic concepts and foods.
Cuba has been an extension of the
influence that African culture has
set in Latin America.
A major part of many cultures
is religion and this also remains
true with Afro-Cuban culture.
Religion proves to be the foundation of building strong roots and the
understanding of Afro-Cuban folkloric
musical
movements.
Olodumare is the almighty, which
interprets or establishes the connection between the living and the spirits of African ancestors. This form
of dance culture manages to create
a sense of pride and also evokes
great emotion among those observing folkloric dance and those who
are participating in it. The presence
and grounding between dance and
spirit of the African ancestors was
largely due to the influence of a
tribe in Africa called the Yoruba
tribe which focused on this form of
movement and spiritual connection.
As Professor Moss explained,
through musical movement and self
expression, Cuban natives were
able to establish ties with African
ancestors. This connection between
dance and the spirit was known as
Santeria. In Santeria dancers represent the spirit of their ancestor (otherwise known as Orishas) through
music and dance: for example, one
person would be expressing the
spirit of Shango, a warrior of both

truth and justice. There are also
female spirits that are represented
(such as Oshun, who symbolizes
love). Another aspect of AfroCuban culture, and perhaps one of
the most important parts, is how the
marriage of dance and spirituality
managed to survive the attempted
cultural destruction
by the
Spaniards and the Diaspora, which
meant the scattering and separation
of Africans throughout Latin
America, in particular, Cuba. The
Cabildos aided in saving ancient
African culture and beliefs that
remain a celebrated presence in
today's Cuban culture.
The celebration of African
ancestry remains deeply etched in
present-day Cuba. Currently, more
is being done to educate young people about Afro-Cuban culture and
religion. Young people are encouraged to take part in dances and
dress according to the spirits they
are representing.
The Institute for the Friendship
of the Peoples is an organization
that makes an honest effort to teach
and maintain both parts of Cuban
culture (African and Spanish).
Recognizing both ethnicities proves
to be very important, especially
..within the-growth and development
lAf our' youth. Havitijg pride arid '
respect for your culture is as essential as having it for someone else's
culture and way of life. In Cuba
children are immersed in the AfroCuban culture through education,
and social events that carefully
blend the past with the present.
There is also an organization called

BCC WOMEN'S SOCCER

T e a
B a s e b a II
Gets Ready for Season
ven though there is snow on
the ground, in a few weeks
spring will arrive. This signals the start of the baseball season. Coach Adolfo DeJesus is getting the team ready by putting the
players through various drills. "We
will have two main goals this yearto re-capture the CUNY Baseball
Championship and to win the
Regional Championship. We have
improved in our pitching and
defense this year; our hitting has
always been terrific. I feel that we
have the talent this year to reach
these goals."
The Broncos will be led by
returning all Region First Team
Player, Deliver Diaz, who hit .472
last year with 30 runs batted in.
Right fielder Ramon Genao was
the clean-up hitter last year, and
batted .320 for the Broncos. Other
returning players include Ramon
Perez, who provided some timely
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hitting, and Kris McLennan, who
is a good defensive catcher.
Pitching is the most important
part of baseball ~ and the Bronx
Community College Squad has
three players who should do well
for the Broncos. Sophomore
Wilson Castillo pitched well last
year and was the starting pitcher in
the CUNY Championship Game.
Angelo Duran has been clocked at
93 miles per hour, while left handed pitcher, Fernando Jacquez, is
throwing in the high 80's.
Freshmen Kenny James Feliz
and Jose Pujencio are both talented players who should contribute
to the squad. Coach DeJesus feels
that Suffolk Community College
will be the team to beat in the
regional, and Kingsboro CC will
be its arch rival for the CUNY
Championship.

CDR (Committee for the Defense
of the Revolution) which plays a
major part of building togetherness
among the people of Cuba, while
maintaining an active role in their
communities and working towards
the protection of the people.
Towards the end of the lecture
Professor Moss discussed the misinterpretation by our government
with concern to Cuba and its views
on freedom. This was an interesting
statement since many of us as
Americans look to our government
for an introspective look on the
lives and culture of other countries;
however, there is more power and
realism in personal observation
than there is in having information
interpreted to us by another source.
At the end of the lecture she,
along with eight other women (who
are students in the dance workshop), demonstrated a Salsa dance
with great enthusiasm that displayed their love of music and
appreciation for the Afro-Cuban
spirituality that is absorbed and
then translated through dance.
The lecture proved to be not
only entertaining but also educational and insightful as to the foundation that has been made within
the Cuban heritage and has shown
all of us that the success in our
future truly lies in being knowledgeable about our past. The discoveries Professor Moss made
while in Cuba will remain just as
deeply profound as the opportunity
was to explore them.

By Coach Melissa Kirk
n fall 2003, a group of dedicated Bronx
Community
College students organized in
an effort to start a Women's
Soccer Team at BCC. Initially,
they were given approval to start a
soccer club so they could build
awareness and interest in the new
program. This group of women
met on a weekly basis throughout
the year, building their team, their
spirit and their continued interest
in the sport. In spring 2004, noting the dedication of these students, the Athletic Department
gave approval for the BCC
Women's Soccer Team.
As the fall 2004 semester
opened, we had a small turnout of
interested players, not enough,
however, to constitute a team. We
were given club status and a series
of six games were scheduled to
give us an opportunity to play as a
team and develop further interest
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in women's soccer. The team consisted of a few members with soccer skills, but the majority of players had no experience with team
sports, though they wished to participate in a college sport.
As the season progressed, we
played a total of four games. We
did not win any of these games,
but the women on the team developed a strong sense of team and
improved their knowledge of soccer as well as their individual skill
levels.
Currently, several members
of the team meet on a weekly
basis to continue with conditioning and skill development. I
expect all members. of the fall
2004 team to return for the fall
2005 season, and we have already
begun recruiting incoming students from local high schools to
further develop the program.
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Making the Most Out of A t t e n d i n g a Career
F i n d i n g a P o n y at a C a r e e r F a i r
ou might have heard the
story below from one of
your professors or a friend
at one time or another, but it will
give you something to consider
about a lot of things in your life and
the directions you take along its
pathway.
A mother had identical twin
sons who were about six years old,
and although they looked alike they
could not be anymore different
from the other. Bill was a complete
pessimist, everything to him in is
life was sad, dark and things were
never quite right for him. While
Bob was a total optimist, for him
life was a true blessing and each
moment was a new gift to be
enjoyed and cherished.
Well, the mother was concerned about her boys because they
were so different from the other,
and their personalities were real
opposites from the other. So, she
decided to have them tested by a
psychologist, to see if her boys
could become a little less extreme
and more "normal."
When they got to the psychologist's office they were put through
some different tests to check their
attitudes and behaviors. First was
the food test. Bill, the pessimist,
was give every savory and delicious delight any kid could ever
desire like pizza, cake, cookies, ice
cream, candy and all the works.
Well, Bill just plain didn't like any
of it, his pizza didn't have pepperoni on it, the cake didn't have
enough frosting on it, the ice cream
wasn't chocolate, the candy wasn't
what he wanted, etc. At the same
time, Bill was given a sumptuous
meal of oatmeal and spinach. He
loved it all and ate every morsel of
food. The psychologist was curious why Bob enjoyed his food so
much and asked him. Bob told his
tester that everything was just fantastic and really healthy for him so
that is why he dined so well.
A bit puzzled and perplexed,
the psychologist gave the boys
another test to evaluate them. This
time Bill was put into a room with
every toy that any young boy could
imagine themselves playing with at
some time. Alas, Bill was miserable because the video games were
not the style he wanted, or the colors of some of the toys were not
perfect enough or because some
toys broke too easily. No matter
what, nothing could make Bill
happy. The psychologist shook
their head and recorded their observations on a note pad, next was
Bob.
The psychologist placed Bob
in a room filled with straw, hay
bales and horse manure. As the
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psychologist and mother watched
Bob through an observation glass,
they could see him having a wonderful time running, jumping
through the mess and tossing the
hay and horse manure in the air.
Truly amazed, the psychologist
went back into the room and asked
Bob why he was so happy and having such a terrific time. Bob
smiled and simply said, "With all
this straw, hay and horse crap, there
has got to be a pony someplace
around here!"
One of the morals of this little
tale is, that no matter where you are
or what you do, you can always
find a pony for yourself-you just
have to look for it, put in the effort
to find it and be hopeful.
So, how does this relate to the
BCC 2005 Career Fair? Good
question, and I am glad you asked.
Career and job fairs present excellent opportunities for students to
explore career opportunities, discover internship options, seek
employment possibilities and meet
and network with professionals
from a wide range of business
fields and companies.
Employers are making use of
job related fairs to recruit, attract
and screen candidates. Career fairs
are an opportunity for students to
make in-person contacts with
organizations that are already of
interest and to apply to other companies they may discover at the fair.
These initial contacts often can
lead to interviews for jobs and
internships, connections for future
opportunities and advantages to
learn more about careers at a particular company or field of interest.
Here are some helpful tips you
might consider to make you Career
Fair experiences beneficial to you:
Research the organizations
that are coming and consider their
products/services and employment
needs.
Create the ideal resume, it
should be short, sharp, well written, clear, concise and digestible in
one minute's reading by an employer.
Prepare a one minute summary
of your qualifications, background,
achievements, and career interests
so that you make most of the brief
time that you meet the employers.
Prepare 1-2 questions to ask
each employer, so that you can
learn more and develop your communications skills with professionals.
Dress in conservative, cleaned
and appropriate business attire, be
dressed and act like a professional.
Arrive early and remember to
bring a supply of resumes, lists of
references. A pen and notepad.

Take the event seriously and
consider your meeting with
employers as a first interview. You
are making that all-important first
impression, so take advantage of
those moments.
Treat your "mini-interview" as
a dialogue, not a monologue.
Because you have limited time to
make an impression and gain valuable information about the company, you should have several questions ready. These questions help
you figure out if the company is a
good match for you.
Plan your strategies in meeting
employers carefully and use all the
information provided by the attending companies (company literature,
job descriptions and advertising by
the company) to engage the
recruiters in conversations.
Answer questions directly,
politely and concisely with confidence. Your goal is to get a SECOND interview, and if you're genuinely interested, let them know! "I
am quite excited about the possibilities your company offers, and I
think I have the talent to help you
achieve your goals....What do I
need to do to arrange a second
interview?" This isn't "pushy"; it's
flattering and says you are professionally assertive! Ask them how
they rate your credentials and "fit"
compared to other candidates
they're seeing. Asking for an honest
appraisal is one of the best ways to
raise it a notch!
As you leave each employer,
take their business card or company information, offer them your
resume, learn what is going to happen next and what, if anything, you
should do to advance your candidacy.
If a second interview isn't
arranged
immediately,
don't
despair, and do the old-fashioned
thing—send a thank you note to the
person you met. Remind them of
your qualifications and reiterate
your interest in pursuing the second
interview. Few people follow
through this way today and you'll
stand out from the crowd and
demonstrate professional follow
through.
Don't forget to "network" with
employers, faculty, staff, students,
friends, etc. There are others have
information about jobs or opportunities at other companies that could
have an ideal position for you.
Share resources, leads and ideas.
Now Broncos (that is BCC's
nickname if you did not already
know it), go out there are find your
ponies.
The
Bronx
Community
College 2005 Career Fair will be
held on Thursday, March 10, 2005,
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from 1-5 p.m. in the Lower LevelColston Hall. Contact the Career
Development Office (Loew Hall,
Room 328) or call (718) 289-5664
for more information.
How to Get the Most Out of
Career Fairs
You've probably heard enough
from many people, that you know
on campus, that you should attend
this year's BCC Career Fair (held
Thursday, March 10th from 1-5
p.m. in Lower Level-Colston Hall).
Also, you were certainly told to go
to the Career Development Office
to get more information, and register for the event. And then, you
decided that meeting major
employers in one location is a good
thing for you to pursue employment, internship or career exploration opportunities.
But, do you know how to make
the most of the Career Fair to help
you achieve your goals, and how
best to prepare yourself to make
your experience a successful one?
Here are a few helpful ideas that
you should consider and get yourself ready for in order to make your
Career Fair a positive and productive one for yourself.
Practice is the
Best of All Instructors
Before printing multiple
copies of your resume, have others
proofread it for typographical,
spelling and grammatical errors.
Recruiters hate those, because it
calls into question your work ethic,
if you hand in a poorly written
resume filled with mistakes. Also,
don't use "creative" fonts or cram
all your numerous awards and association memberships in a type size
that is too small for the naked eye.
Remember, substance is the key
and employers know what they are
looking for, so make sure that you
have a solid, well-written, clear and
concise resume. Your resume is a
reflection of you, in substance and
style, but also its ability to communicate effectively. You should also
bring with you lists of references, a
notepad and pens.
Succeed to Prepare Then
Prepare to Succeed:
Prior to the Career Fair, find
out which companies will be represented there, or at least read the
handouts and information companies bring to the fair before
approaching recruiters. Recruiters
don't mind telling students about
their company or about the job
opportunities that are available, but
they do mind having *to do all the
work. Take initiative to learn about
them, ask pertinent questions and
demonstrate your eagerness to
learn more about them. When you
engage a recruiter in intelligent
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dialogue, you stand out. You have
limited time at the career fair, so
use it wisely and to your advantage.
Gather all the giveaways and competitive literature first, then focus
on the companies you have chosen.
Prior Planning and
Preparation Prevent Pitifully
Poor Performances:
Prepare a brief one minute
presentation about yourself to tell
recruiters the essentials about you.
This can be tricky, because you
should try to impress recruiters
during your conversation. Treat
this opportunity like an interview,
but know that this is a chance to
gain the attention of the recruiter to
have the all important second interview. Prior to the Career Fair,
rehearse with others as though you
are going to an interview, and try
out your brief presentation. Get
use to keeping your responses clear
and concise, and make sure the
questions you ask will be pertinent
to the recruiter. Practice your abilities to maintain good eye contact,
offer a firm handshake and a few
sentences that will tell recruiters
what they want to know (your
name, class year, and whether
you're interested in a job/coop/internship position). Also,
include in your presentation career
interest, major(s), and, finally, why
you came to that company's table.
It is all right to flatter the
recruiter, but be careful to be professional and keep the flattery
focused on the company. But, do
not ask the recruiter personal questions that may sound frivolous, nor
skirt the GPA issue if asked-just tell
the recruiter your cumulative
and/or semester GPA and do not
wander and meander in your conversation-stay focused, keep on
point and speak effectively and
confidently.
Nothing Great was Achieved
Without Enthusiasm:
Take advantage of your opportunities to meet and network with
recruiter, for every opportunity lost
cannot be regained. After you give
a recruiter your resume, ask what
would be the next step in the interview process. Recruiters worth
their weight will be able to tell you,
but still take the needed measures
that will help to keep you a viable
candidate. Make sure you get a
business card from the recruiter, or
write down their name, title, company, business address and telephone number so that you can contact them. Be certain to send a
thank you letter to recruiters who
you have talked with for companies
that you are really interested in for
an opportunity. Try to leave a very
positive impression of yourself
with the recruiter, and demonstrate
your professional etiquette to them
as well.
Networking with
recruiters takes a lot of hard work
and effort, however the rewards can

help you accomplish your career
aspirations and gain you personal
and professional goals.
Good luck traveling the career
fair path, and have a successful
journey.
How You Can Make a Career
Fair Into Your Very Own
Exposition
Career fairs are a great place to
gather information about potential
careers, employers and contacts
that can lead to job and internship
opportunities or the chance to
explore career options. Employers
use these events to pre-screen and
recruit potential employees, while
students have the potential to meet
and network with many professionals from different companies in one
location and time.
At BCC, the 2005 Career Fair
for students and recent alumni will
be held on Thursday, March 10th,
from 1-5 p.m. in Lower LevelColson Hall.
Here is some helpful advice on
how to make the most of your
career fair experience.
I. Things to Take to the
Career Fair
1. Have plenty of copies of
your resume (25-40), and be sure
your resume accurately, clearly and
concisely represents your knowledge, skills, and abilities effectively. Your resume needs to look professional with an easy to read formatron plain white, cream or grey
paper). Be certain that your
resume is well written, without
typographical/spelling/grammatical errors and is honest.
2. Provide a smile, a strong
firm handshake, and a positive attitude. First impressions are important. Approach an employer, smile,
and offer your hand when you
introduce yourself.
3. Offer a prepared and well
rehearsed one minute or so "sales
pitch" about yourself. Hand the
recruiter a copy of your resume and
be prepared to expand on it quickly! Share basic information about
yourself and your career interests
like this: "Hello, I'm your name
here. I'm a student/alumni here at
Bronx Community College and I'm
majoring in your major here and
the degree program. I'm very interested in a career in the your goal
here field. As you can see on my
resume,
I just
completed
courses/internship/prior
work
experience in this area and I have
also
had
relevant
knowledge/skills/abilities/background in through list here. I'm
very interested in talking with you
about opportunities with your
organization." Practice and think
what you are about to say to a
recruiter before you do so, and provide them with a positive and
enthusiastic impression of yourself,
your goals and your abilities.
4. Prepare to research and

analyze information about the
organizations which will be attending, and gather information as you
would for a job interview. Try to
maximize the brief time you have
with each employer, you need to
know how your skills and interests
match their needs.
Understand
what the companies at the career
fair do, what they are looking for in
candidates, what types of opportunities do they have and how best
you can be a good fit for them, and
they for you.
5. Wear appropriate business
attire, and make sure that you are
dressed to impress. Make sure
your clothes are neat, cleaned,
pressed and proper for an interview.
6. Bring energy and enthusiasm! Career fairs require you to be
on your feet moving from table to
table for an hour or so. Each time
you meet someone, be at your best,
and stay as refreshed as possible!
II. Things Not to Do at the
Career Fair
1. Don't cruise the recruiter
tables with a group of friends.
Interact with the recruiters on your
own and provide your own positive
impression,
2. Don't carry your backpack,
large purse, or other paraphernalia
with you. Carry your resume in a
professional-looking portfolio or
small briefcase works well. It will
kgep your^esume neajtj^ndhandy,
and gives you a plac«B,tp-1fiiie business cards of recruiters that you
meet.
3. Don't come dressed for a
party or any other extremely casual
activity. A career fair is a professional activity. It could perhaps be
your first contact with a future
employer, so make a positive professional image of yourself.
4.
Don't improvise with
employers. Show that your homework and prepared! Research the
companies just as you would for an
interview. Practice your presentation to them so that you will be able
to focus on why you want to work
for the organization and what you
can do for them.
5. Don't come during the last
half hour of the event. Many
employers come a long distance to
attend the fair and may need to
leave early. If you come late, you
may miss the organizations you
wanted to contact. Plan and manage your time effectively.
6. Don't be caught unprepared: without resumes or references, lack of knowledge about the
company or your career field of
interest, being unenthusiastic or
uninterested in a company or job
opportunities, asking about salary
or inappropriate questions/having
no questions, demonstrating a poor
or unprofessional attitude, having a
lack of communication skills
(including not making eye contact
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and having a weak handshake) and
not having essential information
(references, pen, paper or background materials to complete
applications if necessary).
III. Things to Take Home
From the Career Fair
1. Business cards from the
recruiters you have met. Use the
cards to write follow-up notes and
thank you letters to those organizations in which you are most interested.
2. Following a meeting with a
recruiter you are interested in
record some notes about contacts
you made, write down important
details about particular organizations, including names of people
who may not have had business
cards. Take a few minutes after you
leave each table to jot down these
notes. These help you as reminders
and provide you with essential
information that you need. Also,
try an assess your performance
during the career fair and give
yourself notes on how you can
improve your skills.
3. Collect information about
organizations you have contacted.
Most recruiters will have information for you to pick up, including
company brochures, computer
diskettes or CD's, position descriptions, and other data. You probably
won't have time to read them all
during the career fair, but these
materials can offer you valuable
descriptions, salaries, career fields
and business tends.
4. You can gain a better sense
of your career options, if you have
used the event correctly. You will
have made contact with several
organizations that hire people with
your skills and interests. You
should consider their needs and
your background; evaluate whether
each company might be a match for
you.
5. Be proud of your work for
the day and appreciate a feeling of
self-confidence in interacting with
employer representatives. A career
fair can give you the opportunity to
practice your interviewing skills in
a less formidable environment than
a formal interview. But, these
experience will only help you if
you put in the time and effort to
practice talking about what you
have done, what you know, and
what your interests are, and then
exercising your listening abilities
in learning from recruiters what
opportunities are available to you.
For more information and to
register for the BCC 2005 Career
Fair,
contact
the
Career
Development Office at Loew HallRoom 328 or call (718) 289-5908.
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Some Black Americans Are Still Afraid of the Dark
By Trevor Henry
n the 31st day of January, 1865,
the Thirteenm ^Amendment to
the Constitution of the United
States was proposed to legislatures of
the several States by the Thirty-eighth
ftongress, By December of that year,
t|e amendment was ratified and the horrific reign of slavery was laid* to rest.
^Itaougfe/slavery was officially abolished, at least legally, some one hundred
and thirty-nine years ago in America, a
foul 'stigma that can be associated with it
still, haunts many bjlack Americans s
today. Many black Americans, especially black women, despise their dark skin
tone and take desperate measures to
change their appearance such as using
harsh chemicals to bleach their skin.
This phenomenon may be a direct result
of the barbaric legacy of slavery and the
elements associated with the rampant
racial discrimination that transpired in
t^e past and, to a lesser extent, is still
present today.
According totslaelc poet, publ isher,
editor and educats^ Haki R- Madhubuti,
"To hate one's self and one's people is
not normal; t0 perpetually wish to be
t|ke other is not normal," If Jt4s30ot|tor»
mal, then black people whaf^ettbis way
about their skin are not normal? Skin
eoiot is an issue anffla^*W®sksaiMl
whites alike, and it has been since we
arrived as slaves here some four hundred years ago* A^e%ding to Bwwft
and Lieberson, in |heir piece Black or
White, society abundantly "affects the
cultural psychlp of Black women; and
Black men an,«|jfetijve given us aspecwjiar
insight into Slack life." Many black
men prefer women with a lighter complexion as partners* girtfriefids or wives;
and in more recent years, black women
too have overwhelmingly begun to adopt
aspreference for men with a lighter complexion. But where could this prejferiice in society have come from?
According to an article in the online science magazine. Science in Africa, "several authors have stated that these lightskinned wothen are perCeiveiJ a% attractive, intelligent, moral, sexually more
desirable, even chaste; whereas darkskinned are regarded aS mean, evil, stup^ even as not trustworthy." The website also noted that "it is known that during slavery years, light-skinned people
received preferable treatment as compared to their dark-skinned peers."
Even today, being particularly dark or
having "nappy" hair can havWiid abundance of stereotypes. Many blacks
believe that being of lighter-skin color
can help them with employment opportjpities and, ultimately,, with success in
life. The article disclosed that studies
carried out showed that light-skinned
black Americans earned considerably
more than their dark-skinned peers, and,
this contributes to the erroneous belief
that lighter skin can genuinely be associated with an improved economic status.
Consequently, many black
Americans try to find beauty, selfesteem and even success by applying
this skin lightening technique into their
daily routine. According to the book
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Interplay: The Process of Interpersonal
(Communication, self-esteem isltpaft of
the self-concept (Adler 29), TJ*e bjook
defines self-concept as being "the relatively stable set of perceptions you hold
of yourself "(28). Therefore, if we take
all those factors into consideration, we
can assume that blacks who use bleaching products perceive* themselves as*
flawed because <jf t!|eir complexion.
Further to this, the book also illustrated
that perception and the self-concept did
not originate... at birth, but, rather, it
evolved "almost totally as a product of
social interacton'* (qtd. in Alter 30).
This indicates that bleaching is both a
psychological problem as well as a
social one. This problem was undoubtedly conceived many yfears ago and fw-t*
ther developed and nurtured by society.
Black Beauty and Hair Online says
"bleaching creams work by stripping the
skin of its natural pigmentation.
However, in dark skinned people, the
pigmentation is the skin's natural protection from the sun, [..»| Bleaching
doesn't just superficially lighten the
skin, it alters the skin1! 'natural' structure, removing and inJSibitfeg the pro*»
duction of the color creating melanin,"
According to the website, which specializes in black t»eauty, fashion and
lifestyle, blacks "who use bleaching
products can end up with rough and
blotchy skin, and usually get eslight up
in the 'bleaching trap' by using more
cream to try and correct the problem,
and by doing so, find themselves causing even more damajg| to their skwi";;
The website also nojejilhat "black skin
renews itself quickly, rapidly producing
new skin cells and that this ability for
regeneration keeps; black skin looking
younger for longer" This explains the
reason why blacks are Jess prone to
wrinkles and |he usual elements that
happen to the skin with age, as opposed
to white and other races! Although
whenever black skin is damaged or traumatized it produces an excess of
melanin in that area, Slack Beauty and
Hair Online explains that '"prolonged?
use of these bleaching products can also
prevent the formation of melanin in that
area and in the deeper basal layers of the
skin." By preventing the formation of
melanin, black skin's natural protective
barrier, it leaves the skin extremely vulnerable to the sun's rays, as well as many
other threats that otiberwise could not be
able to harm the skin. What this means,
is that if bleachingfis discontinued, the
person would actually end up darker
than they were before since the sunV
rays will be able to darken the skill without obstruction. Therefore, the process
is almost always perpetuated. Black is
beautiful beyond all boundaries, so why
alter or destroy it? It is guite ironic that
in the pursuit of beauty, white women
are risking skin cancer for a deep tan,
while black wometj^pe increasingly pjrepared to risk their health, and in many
cases their life, Hy using chemical
creams to lighten their complexions.
The online science magazine. Science in
Africa, explains that bieachiag -creams

contain mercury derivatives that can
cause Neurotoxic problems such as
ataxia^speech and hearing impairment;
mental problems such as irritability,
fearfulness, and depression; kidney
problems such as mercury-induced
nephropathy; and immunotoxicity that
is toxicity to the immune system. The
online magazine also discusses that
these creams contain Hydroquinone
preparations, which are known to cause
Ochroriosis, a blue-black discoloration
caused by deposits of ochres-colored pigment; Hyperchromia, presence of red
cells %ith abnormally increased cell
henKJglobin count and low cell hemoglobin content, and Neuropathy, which
is a disease of the nervous system.
According to Black Beauty and Hair
Online, bleaching creams containing
Hydroquinone have been banned from
many countries throughout the world,
including; Europe
and
Africa.
Specifically, the website noted that in
Gambia, a large fine was the penalty for
anyone caught with cosmetics containing Hydroquinone.
Although some black Americans
w§o p^rtie^te inrtiis practice might be
ignorant to the dangers, many blacks
who are familiar with the dangers continue to bfeacti their skin. Sadly, these
'blacks possess such a strong resentment
for their complexion that they are willing to endore excruciating pain and suffering |;n order to meet this false perception of beauty. This is quite alarming!
The mass media is a strong element that
feeds this dangerous phenomenon that
causes some black Americans to strive
for lighter skin/regardless of the potentially deadly*e^nsequences. Television,
in particular, denotes white and lighter
complexions as being more beautiful
and desirable. Commercials containing
blacks usually feature blacks who are
lighter in complexion or those blacks
who possess long or curly hair. This
faj^e sense of feseaujy has been tattooed
in the minds of many black Americans,
as%elf as many blacks around the globe.
In the 19J$s and 1930s, commercials
actually depicted dark skin as being
"bad" and "less attractive". Brown and
Lieberson illustrated this with great skill
in Black or White, when they described
ads in the 1930s as saying "...that natural physical traits of blackness vSefe
defective; whiteness was now the norm
for Blacks to emulate. Blackness could
be corrected by purchasing and using
the proper chemicals on the hair and
skin. The standard of beauty was undeniably White, "the whiter the righter."
Through their products and marketing
strategy they produced and reproduced
whiteness. Since the described ads
clearly implied that "blackness could be
corrected by purchasing and using ..|he.
proper chemicals, "they also implied
that blackness was an error or flaw; The
evidence demonstrates that these ads
stressed stereotypes and a correlation
between blackness and unattractiveness.
T|tese stereotypes and stigmas are
still present in modern black American
society today. Even hip-hop music, a

large part of black American culture,
contributes to these stereotypes. The
hip-hop music videos magnify lightskinned women as being symbols of
beauty and it also amplifies the need for
long, curly or straight hair. These subliminal messages fill the heads of young
Americans, and, consequently, they
grow up more inclined to see a lighter
complexion as a sign of beauty, intelligence and sexual attractiveness. Black
celebrities, role models, and black
American media, assist in the perpetuation of this phenomenon. According to
tfe Awful Plastic Surgery website,
'which illustrated this with pictorial
"before" and "after" evidence, rapper
Lil Kim "Ohas brightened her skin so
much, her forehead has the slightest of
pink tones to it."
Corporate America knows how to
profit from black America and its
embrace of the light standard of beauty.
According to The Color Complex: The
F&itics of Sktfi Qolor Among African
Americans by i£atby Russell, corporate
America capitalizes on the black colorstruck community, making profits of
$44 million selling skin-bleaching products in 1990 alone. It is not only a psychological problem when black
Americans hate whatlhey see in the
mifror, but it is also,* *f very expensive
habit. As explained earlier, for bleaching to be effective, the process must be
repeated continuously. Therefore, companies like Ambi and Physician's
Complex continue to make huge profits
selling products such as bleaching
creams and soaps on-line for $10 to over
$45. While black America continues to
pump money out of their own pockets
and into the hands of wealthy white
executives, the lack of self-worth and
psychological turmoil continues to
plague the black community.
Bleaching is not only a dangerous
health issue, but it is also a psychological problemsthat is a direct result of slavery and the rampant racial discrimination that followed. The bleaching phenomenon is like a viral epidemic, it ravishes through black American society
and infects vulnerable blacks who possess low self-esteem and continue to
embrace the white standard of beauty.
Through the media, this false sense of
beauty has been perpetuated and magnified to the point where it is unlikely to
ever diminish. However, if the black
populace begins to understand the beauty of the dark, then I am certain that they
will no longer be afraid. After all,
Blacks in America have struggled for
equal rights and justice for decades and
it is sad that there are some blacks who
are prejudice and discriminate against
their own people because of skin color.
If blacks demonstrate disesteem towards)
blacks, then can we really be upset if
another race does too"?
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By Houleye Thiam

I

recently wrote an article talking about
the negative effects the western Media
has on the image of the African continent, and 1 was informing my fellow BCC
students that Africa is not ALL bad as the
media makes it seem, that this continent
does have some of the privileges that even
the western countries dp not have. Some of
the advantages this continent has that other
continents do have is that Africa is one ofjhe
places where harmony and cares still exist
and also. This continent is filled with hardworking and dedicated people that are trying
their best to survive the hardest conditions,
which are mostly caused by our "ex colonialist" and our governrnents,
Most of our governments are selfish
ones that only care about their own families
or their own pockets. An example of that
type of government is O1ILDTAYA which is
one of the many who has been in power for
over 19 years, and whose has used genocide
against the black part of the country as a way
of governing.
For those of you who are not familiar
about where my country is located,
Mauritania is located in the North-West of
Africa. It is bordered by Senegal to the
south, Mali to the easts Algeria east to the
north, West Sahara to th| north and the
Atlantic Ocean to the west. Jphe population is
two millions inhabitants. The country Is
divided into two ethnie groups which are the
Black Africans and the Arjib-Berbers. The
principal languages are Hassaniya (Arabic
dialect), Pulaar (Fulani), Soninke, Wolof,
THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE
The geograpliicaJt position of
Mauritania makes the t country; a meeting
point between the Arab and African cultures.
The interaction between these two cultures
has not given Mauritania its enriching multicultural character, but also the ethnic tensions that threaten the very survival of the
country as a nation. It is this problem which
does generate the political tradition of intolerance and repression in the country. Such a
constant crisis situation undermines all
development efforts as most human and natural resources are geared to serve destructive
war policies.
Historically, Mauritania was inhabited
by black Africans. Here was the setting for
one of the most advanced West Africa^ ciyi-a
iizatiohs: Ghana andTekrur from around the

Hope

T
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5th to 12th century AD? Whereas the former
evolved into the great empires-of Mali and
Songhay which survived up to the f 7|h century the latter developed into the theocratic
Kingdom of Fouta Toro under the; leadership
of Oumar Tall who led Ftmlani struggle
against French colonial encroachment during the last decade of the 19th century. While
the massive influx of Arabs from the north in
the 13-15 century drove settled black communities south towajrd the S^eg^flRive^ the
19th century's French colonial encroachment
from the south had the opposite effect, In his
struggle against France occupation^ Oumar
Tall led at least 25% Of the Valley population
in bis east bound emigration. « •*••*
S
ARABARRimL
Though Arab influx into north Africa
has almost exclusively been attributed to
Islamic conquest drive, the ecological degradation in Arabia has played a decisive role in
the timing and number of people who abandoned Arabia to seek greener areas else
where. The climatic similarity, albeit more*
inhabitable between Arabia4 and, H6rjh
Africa, has made the latter % prime target of
settlement for the migrating populations bf
fee former;. Thus, following: the tragic collapse of the Marib Dam, near Sjatt*a ilfTfemen
in 570 AD, several hundreds,./Arab tribes
were forced to abandon their home country
and head toward north and east Africa.
This emigration took place 40 years
before Islam was revealed to Prophet
Muhammad in 610. The importance of the
ecological implications of the emigration/
process was highlighted toy the massive dis-"
placement of; ^.labs -from their original
homeland around the llth century after
another severe drought Which lift ine area.
Prominent among the immigrating were the
Beni Hilal tribes from Yemen, who had
invaded North Africa three centuries before.
From there, they reached northern/?
Mauritania in the 14 century. For more than
200 years, they plundered the region and
warred with the Berbjejs who were roaming :
throughout the norther friflges of the Mali
andTekrur Empires.
Following the defeat of the Berbers in
the hands of the Arabs in jfc44, four
Emirates were established in n^frth western
Mauritania. The process of Arab- Berber
integration was set in motion iJSth the latter
being rapidlK Wiorntzed and Arabised. Ibn
Khaldun reported that in the course of their

rration is in the urban centres of Seiriegai and
Gambia. The Wolofs were the first to have
contact with Europeans. This makes the
most westernized in the area,

BAMBARA is the smallest free blacik
ethnic group in the country. They number
perhaps no more than ten thousand individuals. They live mainly in the east at Nema,
THE ETHNIC DIVISION
Aiouefi and Kankosa. Bambara's main conThe free black Africans comprise four centration is in Mali and Eastern Senegal.
ethnic ^oups. These groups are not only Like the Soninke and Wolof they are part of
closely related to each Other for mstoy cen- the great Mande people. Perhaps because of
turies, they are parts of the rest of black their smalt number, they have been mixed
Africans of West Africa as well. They are morethan the others.
; «
therefore divided liere only for the purpose
THE ARAB/BERBERS The term
of making it easier for the reader.
Arab, is applied on them here in respect of
FULANI is the largest group within the fact that they refer to themselves as Arab,
the black African community in Mauritania. not Berber or African T^e Arab government
They are called by different names such as? of Mauritania does4 not 4even admit the ex|si
Fulbe, Ffllata, Fulah, Fulam, Haal-Pulaaf'en, tence of Berbers in the country. As such the
Peul, Toucoulor etc, Depending on wer« they newly introduced constitution of the country
live. They speak Pulaar (Fulfulde) and nor- stipulates: The people of Mauritania, are
mally refer to themselves as Fwlbe, singular Muslim, Arab and African." They are neverPullo. They are primarily agro-pastoralist, theless a mixture of Berber, Arab and
who live along the Savanna belt stretching African stock which has become united by
from the Sudan to Mauritania. Their greatest language and religion. Locally, they are
civilization centres are found in the Foutas: known as Beydanes ((white in Arabic). They
Fouta Tooro on both sides of the Senegal speak an Arabic/Berber dialect called
River, Fouta Bunndou on the Senegal-Mali Hassaniya,
border regionjsajjd Maeina in the inland delta
HARATIN Haiajin isiderrfed frop ,tl§
of the Niger River in Mali and Fouta Djallon Arabic word freedom* yet they are believed
on the high land of Guinea. Great concentra- Jo be the wretched of the Mauritani an desert.
tions of Fulanis are also found in norther In Mauritania the term has been applied On
and Cameroon. Due to their ^
forrhei" slaves whereas the current slaves are
c life s t l e and
edabid» singalarabd; Both categories are
and culturally <

_

tins are of Negroid descent who
enoughy they waged jihad againist rion- kidnapped jrtto slavery by the Arab
Mauritanians. They Jive lost ahnost every
Islamized people of the area,;
SONINKE ar^-tlle aborigines j>f aspect of their African origin but their black
Mauritania, who were the founder of the colour.
IMRAGUEN This is the smallest and
Kingdom of Ghana in s south eastern
Mauritania in the early 5th century AD. They second black ethnic group still held in Arab
are now mainly concentrated in the bondage in the country, which numbers no
Guidirnakb,
. • Assaba
.• "'/. ".-••.•>••••-and Hodh regions in more than a couple of hundred persons. Few
south eastern of the country. They are also people, including Mauritanians, know much
found in western Mali, north eastern Senegal about them. They are Negro Africans but
and in the Gambia. The Soninkes belong to speak unfamiliar language* According to
|heAMande ethnic groi|p;Their main .'occupa- Alfrfd Oerteiny, "they are vassals to Jthe
Hassan (Arab) tribes, particularly "s»0f "this
tions are agriculture and trade.
WOLOF is the third largest grpup. AwladBou Sb%i>. They live in dismal hu$s
They are mainly concentrated in the Rosso and of fishiag in the region stretching from
(Trarzaji region on the sputh westertl Jborder Cape fimiris to Nouadhibou."
with Senegal, where they live as fishermen,
farmers and traders; Their greatest jcojiceri-
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Co nf i d e n c e

By JRazak,

I fell in a trance. Here I was in a wopp so
strange and f foreign. In this world, Tfwas
piaster of all I ^urvsey* 4 bad both man and
being Christians, had gone to church; the maid servants to attend to my needs.
few, who were not Christians, I could not Everything in and around my world, and
find. Lacking the usual company, I with- about me, was a status symbol-a symbol of
drew to a shady corner of our community affluence. My residence was engulfed in a
playing ground (well, ft isi playinjg gtouricl hjfay^hly arorM, wt§<;b gi|aranteed a
because that is what our ancestors named peaceful and tranquil atmosphere^;
I was relaxing on our king-size
it);4which had rtothing to iadicate it was
one. So lonely was I that I soon became mahogany bed waiting for /my gorgeous
soaked in a variety of thoughts. My mind, wife. 1 saw her come and sit by my side.
like a pendulum, kept moviog from one But when I extended my har«ls to embrace
thought to another till 1 begun to contem- her, she was not there* My amazement
plate my past life; I took stock ;of my life made me regain consciousness. 1 came
and did not hesitate to conclude that I had back, though reluctantly^ to my real world.
My short visit to ^bej land of plenty
been a failure; If was a disap^intment to
my mother (a; wonderful mother) who facilitated my desire for success and prosholds me in high esteem, arid is telentljpss perity. I determined to do whatever it will
in her effort to ensure that I realize my take to achieve affluence and to get to the
dream - her dream. This happened close; to highest echelon of society. Prior to the
experience, 1 had dreamt dreams and
a score of years ago.
While in the shade of family of trees, wished wishes, but hardly had I made any
he sun imposed herself on the
morning, telling it that the day

incursion into North Africa^ nthe Bani Hilal
went westward, allegedly destroy ing, slaying
and raping. Like locusts, the Hilalians and
their herds (camels) devoured and devastated
all forms of vegetaUife, reducing the whole
area to desert land and creating the sever
shortage of timber that later plagued their
seafaring descendants:1*

effort towards realizing my dreams and
wishes. I always thought and hoped that
my dreams and wishes would come by natural sequence. It was after contemplating
the sequence of events that have taken
place in my life thjjjl had an aw^ening,
and reckoned the truth in the axiom4 "if
wishes were horses beggars would ride>"
The severity of my diseased mind
required a highly efficacious medicine to
cure. I knew the:<&ease was psychological
and not pathological,,so, as a first;step in
the healing process, I searched for ill
tional books to read* I read
Grow Rich by flapjpjfeon Hill, A i
for the Possible; by Jean Housto|
Should I Do wilhrfly JLife by Po
and many morf, *It ytos in one
inspirational boosts ihat I came a
aphorism: whatever the mind can
and believe, the mind can achi
wisdom in this'Jslafernent stuck
With time I came to cherish it art

deeply. It became the guiding principle of
my endeavors. Without hesitation, I set out
in pursuit of my dreams. To the land of
plenty, I set my boat a-sail. It was my opinion, and still is, that self-employment is the
most reliable route to financial freedom.
The tnerfe ract that you i|re your cswh boss
and eati work at a self-established pace and
schedule, arid that every dollar earned is
yours make self-employment fan;
becomes a norm.
».•«
The first two conditions in this pring
l-i- conceiving and believing-•-•* are
i of the mind,iarjdte^ja^ivery little or
The third --achieving •"•on the
^ tad per-

what I had COB*

iy I started to Jhuat
ued on page!4
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By Gayber E. Gurzman

c o n t i n u c el

vital of all the ingredients I needed to get started — capital. I discussed my plans with
affluent friends who were established businessmen and entrepreneurs, hoping they would
understand me better and come to my aid. But, rather disappointingly, my efforts to gain
their confidence and subsequent support were to no avail. Taking cognizance of the fact
that the vantage area to commence business is retailing, I consulted some wholesalers
and suppliers, but my attempts to convince them proved fruitless. I was left in a dilemma. Was I to give up, or to continue? I opted to continue.
Having exhausted all affiliate avenues, my last resort was the bank, and I had to try
to secure a bank loan. Not that I did not perceive the difficulty in raising bank loans, but
I thought it worth trying. I contacted several banks and the result was the same. They (the
banks) could not give me any loan because I did not have the required collateral. I could
think of neither any way nor means to satisfy this requirement (collateral security) and
the banks would not accept anything less. I thought, for a while, of going to the loan
sharks, but I thought that too risky a pursuit.
So, this is where I got stuck. I conceived and believed a business plan, but I could
not achieve it because I lacked the basic ingredient to start the business. That "whatever
the mind can conceive and believe the mind can achieve" became meaningless. In fact, I
thought it was deceptive. I gave up my business plan but did not give up hope. Before I
discarded this principle, I thought it wise to analyze it critically.
After all, if mere conceiving and believing were enough to guarantee success and
achievement, life would have lacked the challenges that make it interesting. After reconsidering the principle, I concluded that maybe my approach was wrong. It became evident that I could apply the principle in my search for capital. I asked myself: why don't
I conceive the idea of raising the capital I need, believe I can raise it, and, if I achieve that
— if I raise the capital -- then I can go ahead and get the business off the ground.

H

ave you ever watched the way people act when rain starts
falling? Many people show disappointment, and most think,
"There goes the day." Most of us start running for cover, especially the women who just got their hair done. The guy with the brand
new shoes also tries to find a dry spot. It seems as if we were better
off without rain. That's how what I thought before I went to the big
sand box.
It happened last year around late March. President Bush decided
Iraq was a threat to the United States, and, of course, being a Marine
meant I was going to be one of the first to go. I was very concerned
because I had trained in the desert once, and I knew how harsh it
could be. But this time it would be even harder because this was the
real deal. Our first weeks were the hardest because we had to get
acclimated to the weather. Iraq has got to be one of the hottest places
on earth, and I swear that you could be motionless and still be soaked
in sweat.
Those days I prayed for rain as I never thought I would. I missed
looking up and watching a cloudy sky. It was almost impossible to
look at the sky during the day without sunglasses. I remember asking
some locals if they ever got rained on, and they would smile back at
me as if to say we know what you are feeling.

Basketball Team Prepares For CUNY Tournament
he Bronx Community College Basketball team has improved from
last year's squad, winning two out of their last three games. The
Broncos are striving to continue their winning ways into the CUNY
playoffs. The Broncos are lead by Sophomore Dermott Rifles, who is averaging 10 points per game. Dermott patrols the center of the lane so that he
is able to grab many rebounds. He is averaging 11.4 rebounds per game,
placing him in tenth place in the country in the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA). Amar Reynolds leads the team in scoring,
averaging 17.1 points per game, and has been able to maintain his average
in recent games. Fellow guard Andre Carter is second in team scoring,
averaging 13 points per game, which has helped with the team success this
year.
The Broncos have a unique situation this year — they have twin brothers, Donte and Dominique Charlton, playing for the squad. Both players

T

have sparked the team by their intense style of play. Sophomore Kenard
Meuick has played some great defense, keeping the opponents out of
rhythm. Kenard also leads the team with a 3.48 grade point average. Three
other players had a grade point average over 3.00. This echoes the philosophy of the Athletic Association, whereby academics are the top priority,
followed by athletic achievement.
The Broncos are working very hard during the remainder of the season, preparing for the CUNY Basketball Tournament. The opening round
game will be a Monday, February 12 vs. Queensboro Community
College. Coach Milton Wade feels that the team is heading in the right
direction — the players are starting to play well as a unit and executing
their game plan. "Our goal is to win the CUNY Tournament; if we continue to playas a team, we can achieve success."

DO YOU DREAM ABOUT BEING A WRITER?
*Fbe National Book Foundation will sponsor its

12th ANNUAL SUMMER WRITING CAMP
from July 7-July 15, 2OO5, on the campus of
Bennington College in Bennington, Vermont.

,<**

Forty-eight students, age 14 and up (the average
range is 14 to 70], will be selected to participate in
this FREE*, inter-generational program. Participants are
responsible, mature, and highly motivated individuals who have
a keen interest in writing and reading and are willing to work hard.
[* admission is based on financial need; some transportation costs are not covered]
The camp features four award-winning writers-in-residence and other special guests who
introduce participants to a wide range of literary experiences.
Download an application from our Web site
www.nationaibook.orcj. or call or email
our offices to have an application mailed to you:
(212) 685-O261; nationalbook@nationaibook.org.
The postmark deadline for applications is
February 21, 2005
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The Black Experience in America:
Black History Month
In honor of Black History Month, we offer a series of quotations that reflect aspects of the Black experience in America.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Alberta Hunter
istory will have to record that the greatest tragedy of this We sing the blues because our hearts have been hurt, our souls
period of social transition was not the strident clamor of have been disturbed.
the bad people, but the appalling silence of the good
Duke Ellington
people.
Jazz is based on the sound of our native heritage. It is an
American idiom with African roots -- a trunk of soul with limbs
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are
reaching in every direction, to the frigid North, the exotic East,
caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single
the miserable, swampy South, and the swinging Wild West.
garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all
indirectly.
James Baldwin
To accept one's past ~ one's history — is not the same thing as
Nothing in all the world is more dangerous than sincere ignodrowning in it; it is learning how to use it.
rance and conscientious stupidity.
Shirley Chisholm
Donny Hathaway
I know I will survive; I'm a fighter.
Hang onto the world as it spins around; just don't let the spin get
you down. Lay your dreams right up to the sky. Take it from
Alice Walker
To respect our ancestors means that we are aware that we did not
me, someday we'll all be free.
make ourselves.
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Voice Beyond the Page
The Role of W r i t i n g and Pass Ce

ters

By Geralde Parvilus
with contributions made by Damon Evans

e hear the words "literacy" and "critical
thinking"
tossed
around as catchphrases, but there
is a much deeper connotation to
these skills, professors so ardently
impress upon us to master. The
word "literacy" does not just
mean reading and writing. Dr.
Christina Murphy, author of The
St. Martin's Sourcebook for
Writing Tutors, proclaims that
"the power of literacy is vital for
the world to unite and come
together to share ideas with everyone."
She goes on to say,
"Literacy has the power to evoke
change." These are powerful
words! On October 29-31, 2004,
nine of my fellow Writing Center
tutors and I, had the pleasure of
listening to these words being
spoken first hand as Dr. Murphy
delivered her keynote address at
the 21st Annual National
Conference on Peer Tutoring and
Writing. Jan Robertson, Director,
of The Writing Center has been
unyielding in her determination to
get the necessary grants to fund
training and development workshop for the tutors, such as this
conference. This was one of several significant investments in
time and energy made to not only

W

train us as tutors, but to help us
truly understand how important
the task of empowering students
to write, as the most powerful
form of expression, is, and that it
is work not to be taken lightly.
Dr. Murphy's speech focused
on the power of language and
education and how we should all
expand the realms instruction.
Case in point, businesses are so
very dissatisfied with the level of
literacy and critical thinking ability that they are establishing their
own programs. The works of
sociologist Emile Durkheim, who
is considered by many to be the
father of sociology, is the basis for
socially collective action. We are
further enlightened by Dr.
Murphy as she describes how
social constructionism should
become a universal goal, "we are
all socially constructed and are all
imprinted differently ~ diversity
and multiculturalism are assets in
how we empower students." The
message needs to be conveyed
that we need desperately to
increase literacy — literacy helps
define social change, while the
power of the defined rests with
the definers. "Writing Centers
should be thought of as a huge
broad catalyst for social change."
Dr. Murphy, in her keynote
address, briefly chronicled the
advent, purpose and presence of
writing centers on college campuses in this country. What she
stressed most in her message was
our purpose, as a writing community, to allow "the idea of the individual" to come through in their

writing. It is writing that helps to
bring order to the new consciousness that lies within us. Thus
writing centers help to establish a
process by which we are able to
change, grow and share our lives
with others.
The PASS Center, (Personal
and Academic Support Services)
likewise plays a very important
role in increasing retention and
graduation rates of its participants
and facilitates the process of transition from one level of higher
education to the next. It is a program funded by the U.S.
Department of Education. As an
extension of federal aid, the program offers free academic and
personal support to students who
qualify for financial aid and are
first-generation college students
with demonstrated academic
need.
The PASS Center is a very
unique place. It is one of the very
few services offered on campus
where so many varying needs can
all be met in one location. Tutors
are nationally certified by the
College Reading and Learning
Association (CRLA) and students
are often heard saying they
receive personal and professional
attention from staff who care.
Last semester, an open house was
held, where 200 students signed
up for services. When Francoise
Cromer, Acting Program Director,
was asked what she was most
proud of, she said "those who persist in the program graduate and
transfer to senior institutions."
The services provided by at

the PASS Center include:
Instruction in basic study skills,
tutorial services, academic, financial, or personal counseling, assistance in the transferring process,
special services for students with
limited English proficiency, and it
will soon offer mentoring. In
order to be eligible for the support
services offered at the PASS
Center, students must be:
1. A citizen or national of the
United States or meet the residency requirements for Federal student financial assistance.
2. Currently enrolled in classes or accepted for enrollment in
the next academic term.
3. Demonstrate need for academic support
4. A first-generation college
student; individual with disabilities; or a low-income individual.
It is in supportive tutoring
programs like the Writing and
Pass Centers, where values should
be placed to enable students to
understand language. In this way
we can help them understand
what Dr. Murphy referred to as
"civic engagement ~ knowledge
of their world."
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Talking about Transferring
By Edwin Roman
Edwin Roman is the Transfer and Articulation Adviser with the Transfer Center who contributes a monthly article to The Communicator.

of on-line resources), and transfer those.
advisers (we are in RBSC 302) are
What are articulation agreeall good resources to start with.
ments?
It is also highly recommended
that you complete your Associate's
An articulation agreement is
Degree before transferring.
indeed that: an agreement that has
been established between a 4-year
What is the
difference
college and BCC that guarantees stubetween transferring with an
dents certain agreed upon courses
Associate's Degree or without an
will transfer to a particular college.
Associate's Degree?
It's an assurance that if a student
One of the advantages of trans- completes certain courses at BCC
ferring with an Associate Degree is with satisfactory grades, these coursthat CUNY and SUNY colleges will es will be applied toward their bacWhat are the requirements
guarantee acceptance of 60 credits. calaureate degree.
for transferring to CUNY and
If you indeed transfer before obtainSUNY senior colleges?
What classes should I take at
ing the associate degree, you are not
BCC that will fulfill my core
You must have a minimum GPA under any transfer credit guarantee.
requirements at a CUNY college?
of 2.0 and have passed the CUNY The senior college will separately
reading, writing and math entrance evaluate each course. For more on
In addition to your Major
exams. You must also pass the the benefits of transferring with a requirements, all colleges require
CUNY Proficiency Examination degree, see the February 2005 issue students to take "Core" (sometimes
(CPE). All CUNY students must of Transfer Talk, also available on- called "distribution") classes. These
take the CPE to graduate. If you are line
at are general classes that give students
a CUNY student who has earned 45 http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/TransferCo a broad background in the liberal
or more credits, you are required to unseling/transfer_center_newslet- arts and sciences.
take the test during the mandatory ter.htm
For CUNY colleges ~ if you
testing periods (check with the
plan to receive your A.A. or A.S
How do I find out which of my
Testing Office in Colston Hall, room
Degree at BCC, all 60 of your credcredits will transfer to other col711). In addition to these tests, cerits will transfer and meet the other
tain CUNY programs and colleges leges?
college's
core
requirements.
have additional requirements. Please
If you are planning to transfer to Depending on the program and
check with your college of choice for a CUNY college you can find out school, additional core courses may
more specific information.
how each of your classes transfer by be required.
Requirements for transferring to looking on the Internet at
If you will be receiving an
SUNY colleges vary. A student www.tipps.cuny.edu.
Sometimes, A.A.S. degree or are planning to
graduating with a 2.0 GPA will be the TIPPS (Transfer Information and transfer before getting your degree
eligible to transfer to many colleges; Program Planning System) web site your classes will be evaluated on a
however, some colleges with selec- is not updated, if in doubt, be sure to course-by-course basis.
For SUNY and private colleges
tive programs may require a 2.5 GPA visit the Transfer Center.
or better. Students need to research
If you are planning to transfer to ~ basic Liberal Arts courses taken at
What is the difference
the admissions requirements for a SUNY or private college, you can BCC are most likely to fulfill core
between a CUNY and SUNY coltransfer to each college they are con- contact the admissions office at the requirements at 4-year private and
lege?
sidering. College catalogues (the school you want to attend and ask for SUNY colleges as well. However,
CUNY (City University of New Transfer Center has an entire library an unofficial credit evaluation as part you must contact each college for
more information.
York) is a public institution whose of college catalogues), websites (the of the admissions process.
Center
web
site,
Sometimes CUNY and SUNY
colleges are located within the five Transfer
boroughs of New York City. CUNY http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/TransferCo schools offer "over the counter"
has 21 campuses and offers an array unseling/, points students to an array admissions. Be sure to look out for

ne of the first recommendations I would make to students regarding transferring
is to visit the Transfer Center. The
Transfer Center offers students individual advisement as well as an array
of resources that are helpful in making decisions on what to do after
graduating from BCC. However, do
not wait until your last semester!
Come as soon as you can! We are in
the Roscoe Brown Student Center,
Room 302.
My next
recommendation
would be to encourage students to
pick up our monthly newsletter,
Transfer Talk. Each month features
an article on transfer related topics,
as well as a wealth of other information on college open houses and
scholarships. For example, the lead
article for our February 2005 issue,
written by Karen Ehrlich and
Susanne Arbitman, looks at the
"Transfer Rules of Thumb." Be sure
to pick up a copy!
For those students with full
schedules who may not have time to
visit the transfer center, our web site
also offers an array of on-line
resources that may be helpful. Our
web
site
address
is:
http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/TransferCo
unseling/. Also available for busy
students is this very article! Listed
below are some common questions
that we hear from students. If a
question you have is not answered in
this article, please visit our web site
and e-mail anyone from the staff.

O

of undergraduate programs that span
a broad range of subject areas.
SUNY (State University of New
York) is also a public institution
whose colleges are mostly located on
Long Island and upstate New York.
There are only 2 colleges located
within the 5 boroughs of New York
City (Fashion Institute of Technology
and Downstate Medical Center).
SUNY has 64 campuses and offers a
wide range of campus sizes and programs.

Clothing Drive A Success!!
By Evelyn Carrasco
ip-hip hooray! Our clothing drive was a HUGE success and we have all of the
BCC students and faculty to give a
BIG THANKS TO.
In early October, our Human
Services Club decided on holding a
clothing drive for the homeless. At
first some of us had our doubts,
especially Professor Gray, on how
it would really turn out. After
pouring all our energy into making this clothing drive a success, we began posting signs
around campus for our clothing drive. In the end we had over 20 garbage bags filled
with adults' clothes, childrens' clothes, hats, blazers, pants, trench coats and, most
importantly, warm coats.
On December 10, 2004 we had our Human Services party and invited some really
great people to enjoy the festivities with us.
Staff from the Lincoln Recovery Center and the Nelson Avenue Family Residence
were among the many to join us on that day. We presented them with the donated clothing on behalf of our great school. Needless to say, they were overwhelmed and extremely grateful.
Once again I would like to thank everyone for all of you generosity, and we hope
to have another successful drive next semester.
I invite you to visit these websites for more information on donating clothing to the
needy.
"http://www.helpusachildren.com" www.helpusachildren.com
"http://www.clothingdonations.org" www.clothingdonations.org
"http://www.ticoutreach.com" www.ticoutreach.com

H

Scholarship Award Winners
ronx Community College is delighted to announce the following
scholarship awards for academic year 2004-2005:
Harry Lesser Memorial

B

• Orlando Lopez
• Dung Nguyen
• Hanh Nguyen
• Rafaelita Oyola
• Geralde Parvilus
Bronx Rotary Club
• Yvonne Aponte
Barnes & Noble

»

• Ancha Dyer
• Lisa Hill
• Haruna Kaneko
• Kisheana Shaw

Congratulations to these outstanding students.
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Vice President Marcia V. Keizs
Heads to York College

The Communicator salutes Dr. Keizs, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, as she leaves us to start her role as the new
President of York College, Queens, New York. Thank you for all
our support for the newspaper as well as the BCC community.
Ve wish you the best.

Veronica Mason
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Simile center
4 Dr. McGraw
8 Suspend
12 Writer
Deighton
13 Comstock
deposit
14 Tommie of
baseball lore
15 Defeat
17 Mournful outcry
18 Love affairs
19 Throw into the
mix
21 Corrode
22 Graffiti artist,
perhaps
26 Paragon
29 Saute
30 Wall climber
31 Tipperary
locale
32 Spelldown
33 Mideastern
gulf
34 Nipper's co.
35 Candy known
for its dispensers
36 Decorate
37 Go poof
39 Will Smith role
40 Actress
Carrere
41 Impale
45 Island entertainment
48 Forefront
50 Milky stone
51 Tied
52 Choke

11 Mousse alternative
16 Beehive bigwig
20 Rotation duraDOWN
tion
1 PartofT.A.E.
23 'Thank You"
2 Line of fashion
singer
3 Domini lead-in
4 Like geese or 24 Say confidently
mice
25
Vanessa's
5 Jack
sister
6 Bartenders
26 TV mogul
check them
7 English
Griffin
Channel port 27 Killer whale
8 The Creation" 28 Anthropologist
composer
Fossey
9 Way back
29 Tasseled topwhen
per
10 Fresh

53 Neat
54 The Red and
the Black
55 Tan or Irving

32 Is obedient
33 Farewell
35 Omega preceder
36 Straightens
38 Frequent
World Cup
winner
39 Breathlessness?
42 Indian music
style
43 Pull an allnighter
44 Bold and
provocative
45 Stolen
46 AP counterpart
47 Terhune pooch
49 "Hail, Caesar!"

© 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

-Answer on page 8

PLEASE POST AND READ TO ALL CLASSES

Sculptural Ceramics

Come join us at the opening of the 2005
ALL STUDENTS WHO EXPECT TO GRADUATE IN
African-American History Month Art Exhibition,
JUNE 2005
showcasing the works of local Bronx artist,
MUST COMPLETE A CANDIDATE FOR DEGREE
Veronica Mason.
CARD

The show opens Tuesday, February 8th, 1 2 - 2 ,
in the Hall of Fame Gallery, Bliss Hall 1st floor.
All are welcome; refreshments will be served.
The show runs through February 24th.

IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
COLSTON HALL, ROOM 513
FROM
JANUARY 27 2005 THRU MARCH 18. 2005
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Join

BUidL IOSTOM MONTH
it

Tfie Communicator Team!
See your name In print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.
7/?e Communicator is looking for
Hutu*!*!,

f

200S

Writers, Graphic Designers

s36 * ItcSO

and Photographers.

Iff II « IttSfMB*

• Write about sports, national and international
events, campus life, entertainment, including
«5JB»if'A

music, film, plays and art.
• Help us design each monthly issue of
The Communicator.
• Photograph campus life, as well as throughout
the city.

Become part of our growing team.
Join The Communicator today!
Colston Hall Rm 605

The Writing Center reopened on Monday, February 7, 2005.
Please note that the Writing Center hours are somewhat changed from last semester.
We will not open until 10 AM on Thursday;
however, we will be open until 10 PM on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
NDAvrlAM - 8PM • TUESDAYS iAM - 10PM • WEDNESDAY: AM - 10PM • THDRSDAY: 9AM - 8PM
''jlN» SUNDAY

2005 Outstanding Student of the Year Award
ronx Community College will honor eleven students for their
academic achievement, persistence over hardship and other
special characteristics this spring with the 2005 Outstanding
Student of the Year Award.
Any current BCC student who has completed all remedial
course work and has completed at least 15 credits but no more than
45 credits with a GPA of at least 3.0 is eligible for consideration for
the Outstanding Student of the Year Award.
For consideration, students must be nominated by any BCC
employee to the Outstanding Student of the Year Committee, Gould
Memorial Library, room 102, no later than Monday, February 28,
2005 at 4 PM. Self nominations are also accepted.
A nomination not exceeding three pages may be submitted.
Please include the student's Social Security number. The nominator
must address the following criteria:
1. What is the candidate's present level of educational achievement?

B

Is the candidate academically successful? Has the candidate
demonstrated exceptional achievement or progress?
2. What educational barriers did the candidate overcome? What kind
of sacrifice was required to realize his/her educational goals?
3. What contribution(s) have been made by the candidate to the institution/community?
4. Does the candidate plan to continue his/her education/professional
development? What are the actions taken that confirm these
intentions?
5. Any other special circumstances or attributes not addressed in the
above questions should be included. (For example, overcoming a
physical disability, difficult past or present life circumstances,
etc.)
The awards of $1,000 per student will be announced on
Tuesday, March 29, 2005.
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The Classifieds Return to
The Communicator!
ave you put up flyers around campus to
sell your used textbooks or offer your
services to only find them taken down
because they haven't been stamped and approved
by the Office of Student Activities?

H

Tim

TRANSFER CENTER
PRESENTS

TRANSFER
DAY

• Well, BCC students can post announcements
or advertise their services or goods for sale in
the school newspaper.
• Do you have new or used books to sell?
• Are you selling a car or a computer?
• Are you a
videographer?

notary,

photographer

or

• Do you have a room or apartment available and
are looking for a roommate or tenant?
• Want to wish someone a Happy Birthday or
invite students to an upcoming event?
Take advantage of the inexpensive Classifieds of
The Communicator!
Students can inform peers. Ads should not exceed]
50 words or 5 lines (the greater of the two).
Ads, business cards or invitations are to be
ubmitted in person at The Communicator office
located in Colston, Rm. 605, not later than the 1st
Tuesday of each month.
cian, manufacturing
technician,
research assistant/associate, assistant
scientist, laboratory technician, quality control and assurance technician,
and data specialist.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
he
Pharmaceutical predicts that for the decade 2000 —
Manufacturing
Technology 2010 there will be a 40% increase in
(PMT) program is a specialized positions for research and testing servchemical
technology
program ices. Positions for drug manufacturing
designed to prepare students with the technicians will increase by 30%. The
necessary skills and knowledge for demand for science and pharmaceutientry-level technician positions in the cal technicians is on the rise because
pharmaceutical and related industries of the anticipated retirement of technisuch as cosmetics, vitamins, food, cal personnel in local and regional
plastics, custom chemicals, research industries (US Department of Labor
centers, pilot plants, etc. Technicians Occupational Outlook Handbook,
entering the field become members of 2002). More than 100,000 job opena team working under the supervision ings are expected during the next five
of more experienced technicians or years. Entry-level salaries have
other scientific personnel. They can be increased recently and vary depending
found working in quality control, on the geographic area. For example,
health and environmental services, in New York City and surrounding
research and development, chemical areas salaries range from $35,000 analysis, waste management, technical $50,000 per year for full-time techniservices, and product development cians.
departments. The work environment
The
Pharmaceutical
requires technicians well trained in Manufacturing Technology program at
modern instrumentation, computer Bronx Community College is the only
methods, safety protocols, and federal program in CUNY and NY State that
and state regulations. Technicians prepares students for entry level posiwork in industry under titles such as tions in the pharmaceutical field. The
process technician, synthesis techni-

The NSF Sponsored
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing
Technology at BCC

T

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2005
ROSCOE BROWN STUDENT CENTER
ROOMS 207-208
12-3PM
COME AND MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM CUNY,
SUNY, AND OTHER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGES!!!!
DONTMISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO BEGIN GATHERING
INFORMATION ABOUT BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS DESIGNED

TO MEET YOU EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER GOALS!"
ADMISSIONS STAFF WILL SHARE INFORMATION REGARDING:
- ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
. ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• FINANCIAL AID
. SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
PMT program also prepares students
to transfer to bachelor degree programs and pharmacy schools. The
A.A.S.
program
offers
the
Mathematics, Chemistry, English and
other course sequences that articulate
with bachelor degree programs in
biology, chemistry, biochemistry, etc.,
and with professional programs in
pharmacy, physician assistant, physical therapy assistant, etc. within and
outside of CUNY.
In addition to these course
sequences, the program has specialized courses that prepare students for
positions in industry. The Principles of
Laboratory Safety (CHM 27), the
Computer Applications in Chemistry
(CHM
38), the
Quantitative
Instrumental Analysis (CHM 37), and
the Foundations of Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Process Technology
(CHM 39, CHM 40) courses train students in modern laboratory methods,
state of the art instruments, regulations, procedures and programs that
are used by technicians in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry and
recommended by the American
Chemical Society (ACS) and other
national agencies such as the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), the

Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP).
The
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing Technology program at
Bronx Community College is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation (NSF). As part of this NSF
program,
the
Department
of
Chemistry established the Student
Internship Program. Each year (20022005) ten BCC students are selected
as student interns to work at industrial
sites such as the DEP, Mount Sinai
School
of
Medicine,
M&E
Engineering, FOJP Environmental
Services, LIU School of Pharmacy,
etc. These students receive up to
$3,000 in stipends for an 8 week
internship working as technicians or
research assistants with one of these
employers. Some of the past interns
have had job offers and now are working as technician; most have chosen to
continue in four year programs.
Eligible students can apply for internships at the Department of Chemistry
Office, ME 813.
For more information about the PMT
visit the Chemistry Department at the
BCC website or call the Chemistry
Department at 718 289 5569.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN HERITAGE

OUT OF MANY WE ARE ONE

__ SHARED HISTORY _
SHARED DESTINY
Black Inventors 101
"Made in America Black Inventors USA"
This exhibit reveals many surprising facts, and highlights the accomplishments
of Black Americans in the Fields of Science, Aerospace Communication,
Health Care, Agriculture, Transportation and Engineering.
But the aim of Black Inventors 101 is not so much to
give credit to the inventors, but also to inspire the
students of Bronx Community College to create.
Meister Lobby, 10a.m. - 4:00p.m.

African Market
The African Market features an array of
vendors showcasing unique African
and African American treasures
including masks, artifacts, paintings,
and much more for retail. Enlighten
and expand your horizons as
you take in all the artistry of
the festivities. Prices will range
from $4450. Fun for ail!!!
RBSC Cafeteria,
10:00a.m.-6:00p.m.

Wednesday, February 9
Movie: "Ray"
starring Jamie Fox
"Ray" is the musical biographical
drama of American legend
Ray Charles, Born in a poor
town in Georgia, Ray Charles
went blind at the age of seven
shortly after witnessing his younger
brother's accidental death. Inspired
by a fiercely independent mother
who insisted he make his own way in
the world, Charles found his calling and
his gift behind a piano and keyboard.
Admission Free
Meister Hall-Schwendler Auditorium,
I2noon - 3:30p.m. and 4:30p.m. - 7:00p.m.

Thursday, February 10
Chuck Davis Dance Company
This African American dance ensemble seeks to preserve and
share the finest traditions of African and African American dance
and music through research, education and entertainment.
Gould Memorial Auditorium, 12noon - 2:00p.m.

EEIE
African American Health Symposium Panel Discussion:
"What is the State of Health of the Black Community?"
A very candid conversation with professionals in the medical field about
four killers: Cardiovascular Diseases, HIV, Teenage Mortality, Nurtrition
Colston Hall-Lower Level, 12noon - 2:00p.m.
Health Bazaar
Walk in and encounter 35 booths full of information. Walk through
but be prepared to stay awhile. Breeze through and you will miss out
on a lot. Experiencing both the holistic and traditional approaches
to health and healing, your sense of sight, smell and touch will
take center stage. You only have one body. Need another?
Colston Hall - Lower Level, 10:00a.m. - 4:00p.m.

Quiz Bowl
Two teams of four will face elimination in two rounds as they compete to test
their knowledge of African Americans, organizations, events, and movements
associated with our strides in history. Questions and answers will be given
before actual competition and cash prizes will be awarded.
Sponsored by Inter-Organizational Council
RBSC 308,12noon - 2:00p.m,

Black Engineering Conference
One of the largest student conferences
in the county, featuring hundreds of
companies. This weekend gathering
is to exchange information on jobs,
internships, education and much more.
For more information,
contact Student Activities
RBSC 102, (718) 289-5195.

Wednesday, februar*'^
Student Leadership Seminar
Marion Smith
(The High-Tech Motivator)
Mr. Smith is the founder and
president of Success By
Choice Inc. He can be found
empowering global society by
helping individuals realize their

true potential. What are your
potentials? Come and find out
Required for alt club members and
Student Government members.
RBSC 207/208,12noon - 2:00p.m.

Thursday, February 24
Freshman Convocation
Marlon Smith: "The High-Tech Motivator"
Marlon Smith is a young man on a mission.
He earned a Bachelor of Science degree from
the University of Virgin/a. His corporate experience
includes working at two fortune-500 corporations, IBM
and Hewlett-Packard. Today he is utilizing his engineering
training by developing innovative, multimedia presentations,
because of this, Marion is recognized as the "High -Tech Motivator.
Mandatory for all new students
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium, 12noon - 2:00p.m,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Dinner
Come enjoy the culminating program for the 28 Days of Blackness.
Rich with afro-centric events, inclusive of dinner, live band,
and awards. A night to give, receive and reminisce.
By invitation only; please RSVP to extension 5962.
Sponsored by Student Activities, Inter-Organizational
Council, and Student Government Association
Colston Hall -Lower Level, 6:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.

TWENTY-EICHT DAYS
OF BLACKNESS"
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Celebrate Depth
By Ibness Dawn
Life has shown I courage for self evolvement
It is most precious to experience changes
That empowers
One's mind to greatness
Active mental stimulation
Trust patience in the now
While moments of the past that efupted
The flow of peace has eradicated
As lessons learned
It is the root of confidence in patience
That which still strengthens reality
%
Which heritage has built
f'*""
Thefoundationof spiritual evolution j|
Bringing forth jubilation
Our warriors are here for liberation
No need for justification
Continual revitalization ? !
YAHWEH has blessed our Creation
I celebrate for the queen that I am
Who was empowered by circumstances
Life has shed
The illusion of freedom forms a connection
To material possessions
Nature will not tolerate such disruption
The light within will illuminate us
In serenity for eternity
A quiet vibration of truth heals.

TIME
By Aritha Corry
WE SLEEP
TIME SEEPS
INTO CRACKS
AND TWEEKS
OF SORROWS'TREATS
BENEATH A HOLLOW CREEK
INTENSE BEATS
MY HEART SPEAKS
OF LOVEAS DEFEAT
ON A NARROW STREET
UNDER TRANSPARENT SHEETS
BLESSED ARE THE MEEK
AT HEAVEN'S FEET
WE MUST NOT RETREAT
DISTRACTIONS WE HAVE TO DEFEAT
IN TIME OF LOVE WE HAVE TO LEAD
GIVING STRENGTH TO THE WEAK

THE MERCURY S
By Justin Shaw
AS I LAY IN MY BED
DREAM OF 1 BEING S
SOMEWHERE BEYOND TH
SOMEWHERE IN A PLACE CLj
NES
WITH THE SKY BLU
A PLACE WHERE 1
UP

THE MERCURY SK
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OVERCOMMING OBSTACLES
By Ellis Douglas
CIRCUMSTANCES FOR SOME ARE BLEEK
ALTHOUGH REALITY FOR ONE ISN'T FOR EACH
A
STREETS MANY GRAVITATE TOWARD IN EFFORT TO ESCAPE
THE ECHOS OF PAIN
THESE SAME STREETS AND PRISONS MANY THEY'VE CLAIMED
BUT YOU MUST RECOGNIZE WHO HAVE STEPPED
BEYOND THE GARBAGE
THE OBSTACLES OF CONDITIONS WHERE BITTERNESS
IS HARBORED
TO TRAVEL A DIFFERENT PATH FROM COLLEGE AVE
TO BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SALUTATIONS TO YOUR PARALEGAL STUDIES
AS WELL AS DOMINICAN AND SPANISH CLUBS
BECAUSE YOU DESERVE THIS AS WELL HUMAN SERVICES
BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING, MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
WHY ARE THESE ORGANIZATIONS NOT MAGNIFIED AS NEGATIVE
ACTS IN SOCIETY?
DANCE AT THE WORKSHOPS
CHEER FOR THE SPORTS TEAMS
EXPRESS WHAT IS NORMALLY SUPPRESSED AS A KEPT DREAM
Ik
FEW RADIATE THROUGH LIGHT
STUDIES MAY DISCOURAGE
I BUT THIS COURAGE STANDS AND FIGHT
|3 BITTERSWEETNESS REACHES THE COMMUNICATOR
OR BRONX COMMUNITY VIEW IN THE NEWSPAPER
PRESIDENT CAROLYN G. WILLIAMS FOR PRESIDENT
IT IS EVIDENT SHE'S A ELEMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT
THAT IS HEAVEN SENT
H FOR US SONS AND DAUGHTERS
TO THE EXQUISITE
':•; t&KFi A TRIP TO THE POETRY CORNER
* YOUR WELCOME TO VISIT
MIND, SOUL, AS WELL AS SPIRIT.

UNTITLED
*' By'ASA
FROM THE FIRST DAY I SAW YOU
1 KttfEfV YOU WERE THE ONE
I |IEMEME|£R PICTURING YOU GIVING
JBIRTH TO MY SON
BUf ITJ5EEMS LIKE THOSE HAPPY
THOUMTS ARE LONG AND GONE
BECAUSE/ftE DON'T PICTURE THE FUTURE
ANYMORE, Nj|v WE ARGUE ABOUT WHOAS WRONG
[ TIRED OF THE FIGHTING
OF ALL THE ARGUING
VNT BACK THE SAME WOMAN
I GAVE MY RING
FEELING THAT I USED TO FEEL
MY STOMACH IS NOT THERE
NOW THE ONLY FEELING
THAT IS THERE IS FEAR
|pARTHAT I CAN'T BE WITH YOU
EVEN MORE FEAR THAT I NEED YOU
J
FROM THE FIRST TIME OUR EYES
...- MET, I KNEW I LOVED YOU
jIUTJ DJDN-T KNOW IT WOULD BE SO PAINFUL
HOWEVER FOR THE TIME THAT
\.WE HAD I'M GRATEFUL
..,. <%R TIME IS UP NOW BABY
I'M GOlfiajO PUT THIS LOVE TO SLEEP
flf'STIME TQ QIVE UP ON THE HOPES, AND LET
OUR MEMORIES BE THE ONIY THING WE KEEP
TMB ONty WAY Lp^NTJ(E,SCRlBE THIS RELATIONSHIP
':-.-' IS'ONE THAT WAS LOST
A RELAfIONSH|P ITR1LD TO KEEP
" T0t5ETHE^;BY ANYiCOST
Flv| NOT TFlE TfPE TO YELL THAT
I W%-RE/rH|lQUGH, OVERDONE
THBJ'ONIJK T|}ING } HAVETOf AY IS
1 LO\ 6D YOU AHn NOW YOU'RE GONE
I HOPE YOU HAVE HAPPfNl
DON'T
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Call for Entries for the
2005 Women's History Month
Art Exhibition
Women's History Month is an opportunity to celebrate the vast
contribution of women to our society, past and present. For this
upcoming exhibition, we would like to ask for your participation in
sharing with the greater BCC family the women who personally helped
form and influence you.
Each of us has a grandmother, mother, sister, aunt, or wife that has
inspired us. If you wish to tell her story and celebrate this woman,
please provide a photograph (any size or color, originals or copies),
along with three typed lines about her and her importance to you.
Please fill out the attached form and forward it along with your photo
and text blurb to the Art Department,
Bliss Hall 303, attention: Mary Jo Ben-Nun or Carlos Sierra.
Deadline for submissions is Tuesday, February 18.
The show will open Tuesday, March 1 , 1 2 - 2 , and runs until Tuesday,
March 22.
Our hope is that this exhibition will touch upon the importance of family,
and recognize the contribution women have made to our lives.
Thank you for your participation.

1
I1

Form A - attach to back of artwork

'

Form B - gallery record copy

i

'

Name:

I

' Name:

Tel n\

I

Tel #:

1

I Department:
| Title of Photo:

I

i
.

"

, Department:
1

i
i
i
i
i

1i Title of Photo:

i
i

- I
I

'
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I

